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Introduction

The 1 1 lth Indiana General Assembly, the Governor of Indiana, the Indiana

Supreme Court, and the Indiana Tax Court each contributed changes and
clarifications to the Indiana tax laws in 2000. ' This Article highlights the more
interesting developments for the period of October 1, 1999 through September

30, 2000.
2

I. General Assembly Legislation

Numerous legislative changes in 2000 impacted Indiana taxation. While

many ofthe changes were made to fine-tune existing laws, some policy changes

occurred in each ofthe following Indiana tax areas: property tax, income tax, tax

credits, food and beverage tax, inheritance tax, financial institutions tax, and tax

administration.

A. Indiana Property Taxes

The General Assembly enacted several laws affecting Indiana property taxes.

For example, the General Assembly amended the law concerning the deduction

for rehabilitation or redevelopment of real property in economic revitalization

areas (ERA) from the assessed value of property.
3

This new law extends the
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.

Hereinafter, at times, the following abbreviations are used in this Article: the Indiana

General Assembly is referred to as General Assembly; the Governor of Indiana is referred to as

Governor; the Indiana State Board of Tax Commissioners is referred to as ISBTC; the Indiana

Department of State Revenue is referred to as IDSR; the Indiana Supreme Court is referred to as

supreme court; the Indiana Tax Court is referred to as tax court; and, the terms petitioner,

petitioners, taxpayer, and taxpayers are used interchangeably.

2. For comprehensive information concerning the Indiana Tax Court, the Indiana

Department ofState Revenue, the Indiana State Board ofTax Commissioners, and a variety ofother

tax items related to Indiana tax laws, visit the Indiana Web Site, available at http://www.ai.org.

3. See IND. Code § 6-1.1-12.1-1(1) (2000). An economic revitalization area (ERA) is

defined as:

[A]n area which is within the corporate limits of a city, town, or county which has

become undesirable for, or impossible of, normal development and occupancy because

of a lack of development, cessation of growth, deterioration of improvements or

character ofoccupancy, age, obsolescence, substandard buildings, or other factors which

have impaired values or prevent a normal development of property or use of property.
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tangible property tax deduction to eligible "[n]ew research and development

equipment," which refers to "tangible personal property that: (A) is installed after

June 30, 2000, and before January 1, 2006, in an [ERA] in which a deduction for

tangible personal property is allowed."
4 The tangible personal property consists

of laboratory equipment, research and development equipment, computers and
computer software, telecommunications equipment, or testingequipment that "is

used in research and development activities devoted directly and exclusively to

experimental or laboratory research and development fornew products, new uses

of existing products, or improving or testing existing products" and that "is

acquired by the property owner" for the above stated purposes and which

research and development equipment "was never before used by the owner for

any purpose in Indiana."
5 New research and development equipment excludes

"equipment installed in facilities used for or in connection with efficiency

surveys, management studies, consumer surveys, economic surveys, advertising

or promotion, or research in connection with literacy, history, or similar

projects."
6

In the same bill, the General Assembly revised the statute concerning the

deduction for rehabilitation or redevelopment ofreal property in ERAs from the

assessed value of property with respect to the periods for which the property tax

deduction may be granted by the designating body.
7
For real property located in

an area designated as an ERA, other than a residentiary distressed area, the real

property deduction may be allowed for a period from one to ten years.
8

In the

case of real property located in an ERA which is a residentiary distressed area,

the period is from one to five years.
9

In the case of tangible personal property

which is located in an ERA, the deduction for the tangible personal property may
be allowed for a period from one to ten years.

10 These provisions were effective

on July 1,2000."

The General Assembly also made three important amendments to the

property tax statute. First, the General Assembly amended the statute concerning

the real property deduction for rehabilitation or redevelopment of real property

in ERAs from the assessed value of property.
12 The amended statute provides

[An ERA] also includes: (A) any area where a facility or a group of facilities that are

technologically, economically, or energy obsolete are located and where the

obsolescence may lead to a decline in employment and tax revenues; and (B) a

residentially distressed area ....

Id.

4. A*§6-1.1-12.1-1(12XA).

5. /</. §6-l.l-12.1-l(12XB-D)

6. Id

7. See id. §6-1.1-12.1-3.

8. See id. § 6-l.l-12.1-3(d).

9. See id. § 6- 1.1 -12.1 -3(c).

10. See id. § 6-1. 1-12. l-4.5(h).

11. See id. §6-1.1-12.1-3.

12. See id. §6-1.1-12.1.
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that a designating body may approve a deduction before September 1 , 2000 "for

the redevelopment or rehabilitation of real property consisting of residential

facilities that are located in unincorporated areas ofthe county ifthe designating

body makes a finding that the facilities are needed to serve . . . [e]lderly persons

who are predominately low-income or moderate-income persons [and/or

disabled persons."
13 The amended statute, which applies only to St. Joseph

County, Indiana,
14

provides that a designating body may adopt an ordinance

approving this deduction only one time and the provision expires on January 1

,

201 1.
15

In addition, the General Assembly enacted statutory provisions concerning

the real property deduction for rehabilitation or redevelopment of real property

in ERAs from the assessed value ofproperty. 16 The new provisions provide that

a designating bodymay authorize an ownerofreal property and ofmanufacturing
equipment to relocate such equipment to another piece of real property which is

owned by such person and still retain the real property rehabilitation or

redevelopment deduction with respect to the original real property, which
deduction is granted under section 6-1.1-12 ofthe Indiana Code. 1? The relocation

may be limited to a new location within the same ERA or to a new location

within a different ERA, if the ERA is within the jurisdiction of the designating

body.
18 Under the new law, the designating body must conduct a public hearing

on the matter before authorization can be granted.
19

In addition, the designating

body must notify each taxing unit within the original ERA and the new ERA of

the proposed resolution.
20

Ifauthorization is granted, the designating body must
deliver a written copy of the authorization to both the county auditor and the

ISBTC within thirty days after the issuance of the authorization.
21 New

manufacturing equipment relocated under this new law remains eligible for the

assessed value deduction.
22 However, the same deduction percentage is used as

if the new manufacturing equipment was not relocated.
23

The General Assembly also amended the statutory provisions concerning the

exemption from the real property tax for buildings and land used for educational,

literary, scientific, religious or charitable purposes.
24 Under the amended statute,

the acreage of property that may be exempted from the real property tax is

increased from fifty acres to two hundred acres for local associations formed for

13. A£§ 6-l.l-12.1-3(f).

14. See id.

15. See id.

16. See id. §6-1.1-12.1.

17. See id. § 6- 1.1-12.1 -4.6(a).

18. See id.

19. See id. § 6-1.1-12.1 -4.6(b).

20. See id.

21. See id. § 6-1. 1-1 2.1 -4.6(c).

22. See id; see also id. § 6-1.1-12.1

23. See id. § 6-1. 1-12. l-4.6(c).

24. See id. §6-1.1-10-16.
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the purpose of promoting 4-H programs.
25

This amendment was effective

January 1,2000.
26

In another bill, the General Assembly established a real property tax

exemption for certain real property that is or may be located in Marion County,

Indiana,
27

that has been "constructed, rehabilitated, or acquired for the purpose

of providing housing to income eligible persons under the federal low income
housing tax credit program."

28 The new law permits the City-County Council in

Marion County to enter into agreements to accept payments in lieu of real

property taxes.
29 Such payments in lieu oftaxes (PILOTS) must be in amounts

equal to the amount of the real property tax that would have been levied by the

City-County Council if the real property were not subject to an exemption from

the real property tax.
30 The PILOTS collected must be deposited into the housing

trust fund31 and must be used for housing trust fund purposes.
32

Specifically, the

housing trust fund must be used to enable individuals and families whose
incomes equal or are below eighty percent of Marion County's median income

for individuals and families to purchase or lease residential units within Marion

County; to pay the expenses ofadministering the fund; "to mak[e] grants, loans,

and loan guarantees for the development, rehabilitation, or financing of

affordable housing for [such] individuals and families . . . including the elderly,

persons with disabilities, and homeless individuals and families;'
9

and to

"provid[e] technical assistance to nonprofit developers ofaffordable housing" for

such individuals and families.
33

The General Assembly also amended the statutory provisions concerning the

property tax exemptions for public airports.
34 Under the amendment, an

exemption from the personal property tax is provided for commercial passenger

aircraft located in specified counties solely for the purpose of maintenance.35

Presently, this amendment affects Allen County, Indiana, and St. Joseph County,

Indiana, and the amendment was effective on January 1, 2001

,

36

25. See id. §§ 6- 1.1 -10- 16(c)(2)(B), 6-1. 1-10- 16(d)(2)(B).

26. See id. §6-1.1-10-16.

27. See id. §6-1.1-10-16.7.

28. Id. §6-l.l-10-16.7(3);5^a/5o26U.S.C. §42 (2000) (providing a low-income housing

credit).

29. See IND. CODE § 6-1.1-10-16.7 (2000).

30. See id. § 36-3-2-1 1(c).

31. See id. §36-7-15.1-35.5.

32. See id § 36-3-2-1 1(g).

33. Id§ 36-7-1 5. l-35.5(g).

34. See id. §6-1.1-10-15.

35. See id. § 6- 1 . 1 - 1 0- 1 5(a) (referring to counties having a population ofmore than 200,000

but less than 400,000 individuals).

36. See id. §6-1.1-10-15.
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B. Indiana Income Taxes

The General Assembly amended references to the Internal Revenue Code in

certain Indiana income tax statutes. This amendment provides that the term

"Internal Revenue Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1 986 ofthe United

States of America which was in effect on January 1, 1999.
37

This amendment
applied retroactively as ofJanuary 1, 1999

38 and similar amendments have been

made each year since the enactment ofthe Indiana Adjusted Gross Income Tax.

C. Indiana Tax Credits

The General Assembly enacted three laws concerning Indiana tax credits.

First, the General Assembly amended the statute dealing with the enterprise zone

loan interest credit.
39 The current law provides that a taxpayer is entitled to the

enterprise loan interest credit against certain tax liabilities
40

that the taxpayer

owes to the State ofIndiana ifthe taxpayer receives interest on a qualified loan.
41

Specifically, the amended law provides that a taxpayer claiming the credit is

required to: pay the registration fee which is charged to zone businesses,
42

"provide[] the assistance to urban enterprise associations required from zone

businesses,"
43 and comply with any requirements adopted by the enterprise zone

board for taxpayers claiming the enterprise zone loan interest credit.
44 However,

the amended law provides that ifa taxpayer is located outside an enterprise zone,

then the taxpayer is not required to reinvest these incentives within the enterprise

zone, except with respect to the payment ofthe registration fee and the providing

of assistance to urban enterprise associations.
43 These requirements apply

retroactively as ofJanuary 1, 2000.
46

The General Assembly also extended the expiration date of the research

37. See id § 6-3-1-1 1(a).

38. See id. §6-3-1-11.

39. See id §6-3.1-7.

40. See id. §6-3.1 -7-1 . The statute allows the taxpayer to take such a credit only against

the following Indiana taxes: the gross income tax, the adjusted gross income tax, the supplemental

net income tax, the bank tax, the savings and loan association tax, the insurance premiums tax, and

the financial institutions tax. See id.

41. See id. § 6-3.1-7-2; see also id. § 6-3.1-7-1 (defining a qualified loan as "a loan which

is made to an entity that uses the loan proceeds for: (1) a purpose that is directly related to a

business located in an enterprise zone; (2) an improvement that increases the assessed value ofreal

property located in an enterprise zone; or (3) rehabilitation, repair, or, improvement of a

residence").

42. See id. § 6-3.1-7-2(a)(2). The amended statute defines the term "zone business" to

include any entity that claims certain tax benefits available to businesses located in an enterprise

zone. See id. §4-4-6.1-1.1.

43. /</. §6-3.1-7-2(a)(3).

44. See id. §§ 4-4-6.1, 6-3.1-7-2(a)(4).

45. See id. §6-3.1-7-2.

46. See id. §§ 4-4-6.1-1.1, 6-3.1-7-2.
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expense credit.
47 Under the new provisions, a taxpayer who incurs an Indiana

qualified research expense48
in a particular taxable year is entitled to a research

expense credit against the Indiana gross income tax, the Indiana adjusted gross

income tax, and the Indiana supplemental net income tax for the taxable year.
49

Prior to the amendment, the credit was scheduled to expire on December 3 1

,

1 999,
50
but the amended statute provides that the credit is to expire for expenses

incurred after December 31, 2002

.

5I

The third provision amended the statute concerning the economic
development for a growing economy (EDGE) tax credit.

52
Generally, a taxpayer

is entitled to a credit against certain Indiana tax liabilities
33

that arose after

December 31, 1993, and that the taxpayer owes to Indiana, if the taxpayer is

awarded an EDGE tax credit by the EDGE board for that taxable year.
54 The

amended statute permits the EDGE board to award an EDGE tax credit for a

specific project located in Hamilton County, Indiana, to a nonprofit organization

that is a high growth company with high skilledjobs55 and that pays wages of at

least seventy-five percent of the organization's total workforce in Indiana and
which wages are equal to at least two hundred percent of the average county

wage, as determined by the Indiana Department of Commerce, in the county

where the project for which the credit is granted will be located. Further, the

organization must make an investment of at least fifty million dollars in capital

assets and the affected political subdivision must provide substantial financial

assistance to the project. Also, the incremental payroll attributable to the project

must be at least ten million dollars annually and the organization must agree to

pay the ad valorem property taxes on the organization's real property and

personal property that would otherwise be exempt under section 6- 1 . 1 - 1 ofthe

Indiana Code. In addition, the organization must not receive any deductions from

the assessed value ofthe organization's real property and personal property under

sections 6- 1 . 1 - 1 2 or 6- 1 . 1 - 1 2. 1 ofthe IndianaCode and the organization must pay

all of its ad valorem property taxes to the taxing units in the taxing district in

which the project is located.
56 The Legislative Services Agency estimates that

47. See id. §6-3.1-4.

48. See id. § 6-3.1-4-1 (defining "Indiana qualified research expense" as an expense incurred

for research conducted in Indiana; and "qualified research expense" as an expense as defined in 26

U.S.C. § 41(b) (2000)).

49. See id § 6-3.1 -4-2(a).

50. See id §6-3.1-4-6.

51. See id

52. See id §6-3.1-13.

53

.

See id. §6-3.1-13-9. The statute allows the taxpayer to take such tax credit only against

the following Indiana taxes: the gross income tax; the adjusted gross income tax; the supplemental

net income tax; the bank tax; the savings and loan association tax; the insurance premiums tax; and,

the financial institutions tax. See id.

54. See id. §6-3.1-13-11.

55. See id. §§ 4-4-10.9-9.5, 6-3.1-13-27.

56. See id. § 6-3.1-13-27(a)(2)(G).
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the organization could receive up to $3 10,000 in credits each taxable year for no
more than ten years based on a $ 1 million payrol 1 multiplied by a 3 . 1% effective

state income tax rate.
57

D. Indiana Food and Beverage Taxes

The General Assembly amended and enacted laws dealing with both the

Allen County Food and Beverage Tax58 and the Allen County Supplemental Food
and Beverage Tax.

59 The new provisions enable the Allen County fiscal body to

impose a supplemental food and beverage tax at a rate not to exceed one

percent.
60 However, the amended law provides that the Allen County Food and

Beverage Tax must terminate upon the imposition of the Allen County
Supplemental Food and Beverage Tax.

61 According to the Legislative Services

Agency, the Allen County Food Beverage Tax generated almost $3.9 million in

revenue in fiscal year 1999.
62 The new tax applies "to any transaction in which

food or beverage is furnished, prepared, or served: (1) for consumption at a

location, or on equipment, provided by a retail merchant; (2) in [Allen County];

and (3) by a retail merchant for consideration."
63

Affected transactions

include transactions in which food or beverage is: (1) served by a retail

merchant offthe merchant's premises; (2) sold by a retail merchant who
ordinarily bags, wraps, or packages the food or beverage for immediate

consumption on or near the retail merchant's premises, including food

or beverage sold on a "take out" or "to go" basis; or (3) sold by a street

vendor.
64

However, the new "tax does not apply to the furnishing, preparing, or serving of

any food or beverage in a transaction that is exempt, or to the extent exempt,

from the state gross retail [sales] tax imposed by [section 6-2.5 of the Indiana

Code]."
65

The provisions of the new law specify that the revenue from the new tax

"may be appropriated only: (1) for acquisition, improvement, remodeling, or

expansion of' an athletic and exhibition coliseum in existence before the

57. See LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY, Fiscal IMPACT STATEMENT, available at http://

www.state.in.us/serv/lsa_billinfo?year=2000&request=getBiIl&doctype= HB&docno=l 354 (last

visited Mar. 4,2001).

58. See IND. CODE § 6-9-23 (2000).

59. See id. § 6-9-33.

60. See id § 6-9-33-5.

61. See id § 6-9-23-3(d).

62. See LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY, FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT, available at

http://www.state.in.us/sei^/lsa_billinfo?yeai=2000&request=getBill&doctype==SB&docn<)==0216

(last visited Mar. 4, 2001).

63. Ind. CODE § 6-9-33-4(a) (2000). See also id. § 6-2.5-4-1 (defining retail merchant).

64. Id. § 6-9-33-4(b).

65. Id. § 6-9-33-4(c).
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adoption of the tax or "(2) to retire or advance refund bonds issued, loans

obtained, or lease payments incurred ... to remodel, expand, improve, or

acquire; an athletic and exhibition coliseum in existence before the" adoption of
the tax.

66
If the Allen County fiscal body imposes the Allen County

Supplemental Food and Beverage Tax, then the Allen County Treasurer must
establish "a supplemental coliseum improvement fund" and "deposit in this fund

all amounts received from the [new] tax."
67 The Allen County Supplemental

Food and Beverage Tax terminates two years after the retirement ofdebt that was
incurred for such purposes.

68

E. Indiana Inheritance Taxes

The General Assembly revised the Indiana inheritance tax law69 to authorize

a refund of Indiana inheritance tax that has been erroneously or illegally

collected
70 and to provide a procedure for making such refund.

71 The new law

requires the IDSR to review each claim for refund and to enter an order either

approving, partially approving, or disapproving the refund. If the IDSR either

approves or partially approves a claim for refund, then the IDSR must send a

copy ofthe order to the county treasurer who collected the inheritance tax, ifthe

refund applies to inheritance tax collected as a result of a resident decedent's

death; and, the Indiana treasurer. The Indiana treasurer is then required to pay

the refund from money under the treasurer's control that has not otherwise been

appropriated. Moreover, the Indiana treasurer is to receive a credit for the county

portion of the amount so refunded and the appropriate county treasurer must
"account for the credit on the county [treasurer's] inheritance tax report for the

quarter in which the refund is paid."
72

Finally, "within five days after entering

an order with respect to a claim for refund . .
.

, the [IDSR] must send a copy of

the order to the person who filed the [refund] claim."
73

F. Indiana Financial Institutions Tax

The General Assembly amended the law dealing with taxation of Indiana

domiciled financial institutions.
74 The former law imposed the financial

institutions tax on the adjusted gross income ofresident financial institutions and

allowed a credit to be taken for taxes paid to other states.
75 On the other hand,

nonresident financial institutions used a one factor apportionment formula of

66. Id § 6-9-33-8.

67. Id

68. See id § 6-9-33-3(d).

69. See id §6-4.1.

70. See id §6-4.1-10.

71. See id §6-4.1-10-3.

72. Id §6-4.1-10-3(a).

73. Id §6-4.1-10-3(b).

74. See id § 6-5.5.

75. See id §§ 6-5.5-2-2 (repealed 1999), 6-5.5-2-5 (repealed 1999).
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receipts attributable to business transacted in Indiana under the former law.
76

The new law applies apportionment rules to all financial institutions by using

Indiana receipts compared to total receipts, sourced by customer location.
77 The

amended statute ensures that resident financial institutions are treated the same
as nonresident financial institutions for purposes of the imposition of the

financial institutions tax.
78 The Legislative Services Agency estimates that

apportioning resident income will result in a net revenue loss of less than $5

million annually from collections which totaled $81.9 million in the fiscal year

beginning October 1 , 1 999.
79
This amendment applies retroactively as ofJanuary

1,1 999.
80

G. Tax Administration

The General Assembly amended the law concerning the sale ofreal property
when taxes or special assessments become delinquent.

81 Under the amended law,

persons, and agents ofsuch persons, who are delinquent with respect to Indiana

real property tax payments are prohibited from purchasing real property at a tax

sale.
82 The prohibition applies not only to persons who are delinquent in the

payment of real property tax payments, but also to persons who are delinquent

in the payment ofspecial assessments, penalties, interest, or costs attributable to

a prior real property tax sale.
83

Ifa person purchases real property that the person

was not eligible to purchase, then the sale ofthe property is void.
84

Further, the

appropriate county treasurer must apply the amount of the delinquent person's

bid to the person's delinquent taxes and attempt to resell the real property.
85
This

law was effective on July 1, 2000.
86

II. Indiana Supreme Court Opinions and Decisions

A. Subject Matter Jurisdiction ofthe Indiana Tax Court

In State Board of Tax Commissioners v. Troy Montgomery*7
the Indiana

Supreme Court granted the ISBTC's Petition for Review to address whether the

76. See id. § 6-5.5-2-3.

77. See id. § 6-5.5-4.

78. See id §§ 6-5.5-2-1, 6-5.5-2-3, 6-5.5-2-4, 6-5.5-4-1.

79. See LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY, FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT, available at

http://www.state.in.us/sere/lsa_biUinfo?

(last visited Mar. 3, 2001).

80. See 1ND. CODE §§ 6-5.5-2, 6-5.5-4 (2000).

81. See id §6-1.1-24.

82. See id §6-1.1 -24-5.3(a).

83. See id

84. See id. § 6- 1.1 -24-5.3(c).

85. See id.

86. See id §6-1.1-24-5.3.

87. 730 N.E.2d 680 (Ind. 2000).
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tax court had subject matterjurisdiction under the circumstances presented in this

case.
88 The supreme court concluded that Troy Montgomery must exhaust all

administrative remedies in order for the tax court to have subject matter

jurisdiction.
89

The petitioners-below were Lake County, Indiana, on its own behalfand on
behalfof property owners in Lake County, the Lake County Council, the Board
of Commissioners of Lake County, and several individual members of the

Council or the Board who sought to sue both in their official capacities and as

taxpayers owning property in Lake County.90 The petitioners-below brought suit

in the tax court against the ISBTC, seeking a declaratory judgment that the

Health Care for the Indigent program (HCI) violated article 1 0, section 1 and
article 1, section 23 of the Indiana Constitution.

91
Specifically, the petitioners

sought a declaratory judgment from the tax court stating that the formula for

calculating the HCI tax levy was unconstitutional.
92

The tax court had determined that a letter from the ISBTC did not constitute

a final determination conferring subject matter jurisdiction, but nevertheless

concluded that the tax court hadjurisdiction because administrative remedies for

challenging the HCI levy were inadequate, and therefore the parties were excused

from pursuing them.
93 The tax court had also ruled that the governmental

entities, with the exception ofLake County itself, lacked standing to contest the

constitutionality of the HCI levy.
94 The tax court determined that Lake County

was a proper party to the declaratory judgment action because if the petitioners

succeeded, then the county would be forced to fund and administer the refund

process.
95

The ISBTC then "sought rehearing, arguing that because Lake County could

seek reimbursement from the State [of Indiana] for any refunds it would be

forced to pay, the taxpayers' remedies were adequate and exhaustion should not

be excused."
96

In a second opinion,
97

the tax court again concluded that it had

subject matter jurisdiction and that administrative remedies available to the

petitioners-below were inadequate and that exhaustion was therefore excused.
98

88. See id at 6^1.

89. See id. at 684-85.

90. See id at 680-81.

91. See id. at 681.

92. See id. at 682.

93. See id. at 683 (citing Lake County Council v. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs, 706 N.E.2d

270, 275-77 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1999)).

94. See id. (citing Lake County Council, 706 N.E.2d at 279-8 1 ).

95. See id. (citing Lake County Council, 706 N.E.2d at 28 1 ).

96. Id.

97. See id. at 683 n.8 (stating that the tax court issued its original opinion on January 19,

1 999, and granting reconsideration in light ofthe supreme court's intervening modification ofState

Board of Tax Commissioners v. Mixmill Manufacturing Co., 702 N.E.2d 701 (Ind. 1998), as

modified Feb. 5, 1999).

98. See id (citing Montgomery v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 708 N.E.2d 936 (Ind. Tax Ct.
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The tax court also concluded that reimbursement was too speculative." The tax

court subsequently certified its opinions for interlocutory review by the supreme

court.
100

In deciding this case, the supreme court first evaluated whether the taxpayers

failed to exhaust their administrative remedies and whether the taxpayers should

be excused from pursuing these remedies on grounds of futility.
101 The supreme

court reviewed its holdings in analogous cases and observed that section 6-1.1-

27-6(b) of the Indiana Code provides for repayment by Indiana of tax

overpayments and applies generally to all taxes.
102 The supreme court reasoned

that the statutory scheme provides a workable mechanism for the county to

recover from Indiana any required taxpayer refunds and that such mechanism
avoids the difficulties that the tax court identified in reliance on the refund

procedure as a remedy for unlawfully collected HCI taxes.
103 The supreme court

concluded that a claim for refund could be presented and, if refused, would

permit the petitioners-below to proceed to the tax court with their contentions.

And, because the tax court had jurisdiction only to the extent granted by statute,

the supreme court need not address whether or not the petitioners-below had

standing to pursue their claim.
104

Therefore, the supreme court reversed the

judgment ofthe tax court and remanded the case with instructions to dismiss the

claim of the petitioners-below for declaratory relief against the ISBTC. 105

B. Indiana Financial Institutions Tax

In Department ofState Revenue v. Farm Credit Services ofMid-America,

ACA, ]06 Farm Credit Services (taxpayer), an agricultural credit association,
107

claimed that it was "exempt from Indiana's Financial Institutions Tax under

constitutional principles ofintergovernmental tax immunity," 108
but the supreme

court concluded that the taxpayer was only partially exempt from the tax.
109

The supreme court found thatthe doctrine ofintergovernmental tax immunity

has its roots in McCulloch v. Maryland" in which the U.S. Supreme Court held

1999)).

99. See id. (citing Montgomery, 708 N.E.2d at 938).

100. See id.

101. See /rf. at 683-84.

102. See id. at 685.

103. See id.

104. See id. at 685-86.

105. See id. at 686.

1 06. 734 N.E.2d 55 1 (Ind. 2000).

107. The taxpayer is part of the Farm Credit System, which is "a nation-wide network of

cooperative, borrower-owned banks and lending institutions that were established to provide

affordable credit to farmers and ranchers." Id. at 552 (citing 12 U.S.C. § 2001 (1989)).

108. Mat 551.

109. See id.

1 10. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819).
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that the State of Maryland could not impose a tax on the Bank of the United

States,
111 and in Graves v. New York ex rel. O'Keefe" 1 wherein the U.S.

Supreme Court held that "intergovernmental tax immunity bars only those taxes

imposed directly on one sovereign by another, or that discriminate against the

sovereign to which [the taxes] apply."
113 The Indiana Supreme Court found that

more recent federal decisions suggest "that in determining tax status, a court

must examine the nature ofthe instrumentality, and the activity being taxed."
114

The supreme court found that while the designation "federal instrumentality"

carried with it a strong possibility oftax immunity, the supreme court's inquiry

must include an analysis of what the taxpayer "actually is."
115

Next, the Indiana Supreme Court examined the nature ofAgricultural Credit

Associations (ACAs) and indicated that they were entities created by merging

Federal Land Bank Associations (FLBAs) and Production Credit Associations

(PCAs). 116 The supreme court found that "FLBAs are federally chartered

instrumentalities of the United States, offering long-term loans to farmers and

farm-related businesses for land and other capital purchases."
117 The supreme

court also found that "[s]ince their inception, FLBAs have enjoyed immunity

from state taxation"
118 and that "PCAs are also 'federally chartered

instrumentalities of the United States'; they are privately-owned, corporate

financial institutions organized by ten or more farmers to provide short-term and

intermediate loans to farmers.""
9

The supreme court recognized that "[u]nlike FLBAs, PCAs possess limited

express tax immunity."120 The supreme court also found that while both PCAs
and FLBAs are privately owned and controlled, they are "considered

'government-sponsored entities' and have a preferred place in the nation's money
markets, although debt issuances are not guaranteed by the United States."

121

The supreme court then examined the statutory authorization to merge
FLBAs and PCAs and found that while this statute authorizes such mergers,

neither the statute nor the legislative history establishes what the tax implications

are for the resulting ACA. 122 The supreme court also found that the legislative

111. See id. at 436-37).

112. 306 U.S. 466 (1939).

113. Farm Credit Servs. o/Mid-Am., ACA, 734 N.E.2d at 553 (citing Graves, 306 U.S. at

481-87).

114. Id. at 556.

115. Id. at 557.

116. See id.

117. Id. (citing 12U.S.C. §2091 (1989); H.R. REP. No. 100-295(1), at 55 (1987), reprinted

in 1987 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2723, 2727).

118. Id. (citing 1 2 U.S.C. § 2098 ( 1 989)).

1 19. Id. (quoting 12 U.S.C. § 2071 (1989)).

120. Id; see also 12 U.S.C. § 2077 (2000).

121. Id. at 558-59 (citing H.R. REP. No. 100-295(1), at 55 (1987), reprinted in 1987

U.S.C.C.A.N. 2723, 2727).

122. See id. at 559 (citing 12 U.S.C. § 2279c-l (2000)).
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and regulatory history suggests that institutions created by mergers were deemed
to retain the characteristics of the former entities.

123

The supreme court concluded that "a merged association, like an ACA, is not

considered a new organizational entity, but rather a combination of the two
previous entities."

124 The supreme court then examined the taxpayer's structure

and determined that it reflected this definition of merger.
125 The supreme court

determined that the taxpayer essentially "performs two distinct and seemingly

autonomous functions: long-term mortgage lending through an FLCA and short-

term lending through a PCA."126 The supreme court observed that the U.S.

"Congress has been very clear in its decision that long-term lending institutions,

such as FLBAs and FLCAs, should enjoy immunity from state taxation."
127

Therefore, the supreme court concluded that "the FLCA or long-term mortgage

lending portion of [the taxpayer's] operations should not be factored into a

calculation oftaxes owed by [the taxpayer] under Indiana's Financial Institution

Tax." 128 The supreme court then addressed the PCA or short-term lending

portion of the taxpayer's operations and reached a different conclusion. The
court reasoned that due to the "characteristics of the entity and [the U.S.]

Congress's removal of the exemption, [it could] not conclude that a PCA is 'an

agency or instrumentality so closely connected to the Government' so as to

afford it an exemption from state taxation."
129

The supreme court concluded that Indiana was entitled to tax that part ofthe

taxpayer's "gross income derived from [its] short-term PCA operations, but not

the income generated by long-term FLBA lending, which enjoys immunity from

state taxation."
130

Accordingly, the supreme court reversed the decision of the

tax court and remanded the case for "proceedings to determine the tax due on

[the taxpayer's] PCA operations."
131

III. Indiana Tax Court Opinions and Decisions

During the period of October 1, 1999 through September 30, 2000, the

opinions and decisions ofthe IndianaTax Courtwere dominated by cases dealing

with Indiana real property taxes. Specifically, the tax court rendered twenty-nine

published opinions, fourteen of which concerned various Indiana real property

tax issues. The remaining fifteen cases are divided as follows: two cases

regarding the Indiana tangible personal property tax;
132 two cases regarding the

123. See id. (citing 12 U.S.C. § 2279c-l(bX2) (2000)).

124. Id. at 560.

125. See id.

126. Id.

127. Id.

128. Id.

129. Id. at 561.

130. Id.

131. Id.

1 32. See IND. CODE §§ 6-1 . 1-2 to 6-1 . 1 -2-7(b).
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Indiana gross income tax;'
33 two cases regarding the Indiana adjusted gross

income tax;
134 one case regarding the Indiana sales and use taxes;

135 one case

regarding the Indiana inheritance tax;
136

three cases regarding the Indiana

controlled substances excise tax;
137

one case regarding the Indiana gaming card

excise tax;
138 one case regarding the Indiana motor vehicle excise tax;

139
one case

regarding a public lawsuit;
140 and one case regarding the payment of litigation

expenses. Each case is set off separately below.

A. Indiana Property Taxes—Real Property Taxes

1. Town of St. John v. State Board of Tax Commissioners. 141—In Town of
St. John, the petitioners' requested the tax court to order the ISBTC to adopt and

implement new real property assessment regulations by dates certain.
142 The

litigation in this case has continued for approximately seven years and has

generated six published opinions, including two decisions by the Indiana

Supreme Court.
143

In St. John P,
144

the immediately preceding litigation, the

supreme court affirmed the tax court's determination in St. John IIP
45

that the

cost schedules used in the ISBTC s real property assessment regulations violated

the Property Taxation Clause of the Indiana Constitution.
146 The tax court

subsequently entered an order requiring the ISBTC to implement a constitutional

assessment system "as promptly as possible."
147 However, the court expressly

reserved the right to set a specific date for the implementation ofa remedy in its

order.
148

Because the tax court determined that the ISBTC had not complied with its

earlier order, the court determined that it was necessary to establish a deadline

for adopting and implementing new, constitutional assessment regulations.
149

133. See id §§ 6-2.1-1-0.5 to 6-2.1-8-7.

1 34. See id. §§ 6-3-1-1 to 6-3-7-5.

135. See id §§ 6-2.5-1-1 to 6-2.5-10-2.

136. See id §§ 6-4.1-1-1 to 6-4.1-10-6.

137. See id. §§ 6-7-3-1 to 6-7-3-20.

138. See id §4-32-15-1.

1 39. See id. §§ 6-6-5-1 to 6-6-5-16.

140. See id §§ 34-13-5-1 to 34-13-5-12.

141. 729 N.E.2d 242 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000) ("St. John VIF).

142. Sfeid. at 244.

1 43

.

See id. An overview ofthis case's procedural history can be found in State Board ofTax

Commissioners v. Town ofSt. John, 702 N.E.2d 1034, 1035-36 (Ind. 1998) ("St. John P).

1 44. St. John V. , 702 N.E.2d at 1 034.

1 45. Town of St. John v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 690 N.E.2d 370, 382 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1 997)

("St. John ///")•

1 46. See St. John VII, 729 N.E.2d at 244; see also IND. CONST, art. X, § 1

.

1 47. St. John VII 729 N.E.2d at 244.

148. See id.

149. See id. at 245.
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Accordingly, the tax court ordered the ISBTC to take several actions within

specific time periods. First, the ISBTC was ordered to "take the necessary steps

to have new, constitutional assessment regulations promulgated and in effect on
or by June 1, 200 1." 150 Second, the tax court declared that "real property in

Indiana must be reassessed using constitutional regulations as of March 1,

2002." 151 The court emphasized that its "primary concern [was] to free all

[Indiana] taxpayers from the burdens of having their properties assessed under

an unconstitutional system."
152 Moreover, the tax court reasoned that in

establishing a reassessment deadline, it had balanced the ISBTC's concerns

regarding the time needed to implement a constitutional system with the

constitutional rights ofIndiana taxpayers.
,53

Third, the court required the ISBTC
to submit monthly detailed status reports beginning July 1 , 2000, until further

order of the court.
154 The tax court required that the reports inform the court as

to the ISBTC s progress with respect to meeting the established deadlines.
155

It

also required that the ISBTC provide a copy of each status report to the

petitioners.
156 The tax court additionally held that the petitioners would be

permitted to file a response to each status report.
157

The tax court declined the petitioners' request that it appoint an independent

commissioner to prepare new assessment regulations.
158 However, the court

cautioned that should it find the ISBTC s efforts deficient in any meaningful

way, it would reconsider the petitioners' suggestion to appoint an independent

commissioner to draft; new regulations, as well as any other appropriate relief.
159

The court also denied the petitioners' requests to order the ISBTC to base its new
regulations on objectively verifiable data and to adopt a single definition of

property wealth.
160

In reaching its decision, the tax court reasoned that the

ISBTC was guided by the prior decisions of both the supreme court and the tax

court concerning the constitutional requirements of a system for assessment and

150. Id. at 246. (citing Ind. CODE §§ 4-22-2-23 to 4-22-2-36 (statutes governing the

rulemaking process)).

151. Id. The tax court referred to its finding in Town of St. John v. State Board of Tax

Commissioners, 691 N.E.2d 1387, 1389 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1998) ("St. John IVJ. "In our legal system,

constitutional rights are a categorical imperative, not a goal to be accomplished in the future." In

St. John IV, the tax court ordered the ISBTC to "consider all competent real world evidence

presented to the State Board by persons filing appeals on or after May 1 1, 1999." Id. at 1390. The

supreme court reversed this order in St. John V, 702 N.E.2d 1034, 1043 (Ind. 1998).

1 52. Sr. John VII, 729 N.E.2d at 246.

153. See id.

154. See id. at 247.

155. See id.

1 56. See id.

157. See id.

1 58. See id. "[Indiana Trial Rule 53(A)] allows the [Tax] Court, with the concurrence ofthe

Supreme Court, to appoint a commissioner in a pending case." Id.

159. See irf. at 247-48.

160. See id. at 248.
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taxation of property.
,61 The tax court deferred to the expertise of the ISBTC,

allowing the ISBTC to determine how to adopt and implement new,
constitutional assessment regulations by the deadlines imposed by the court.

162

Finally, the court ruled that, in the interim, the following standards would
govern real property tax assessments in Indiana:

(1) real property tax assessments shall be made in accordance with the

current system; (2) any challenges to real property tax assessments shall

be governed by existing law; and (3) real property tax assessments are

not subject to challenge on the ground that the true tax value system

violates the Indiana Constitution.
163

In a related proceeding, Town of St. John v. State Board of Tax

Commissioners,
164

the tax court considered adopting and applying the private

attorney general exception to the American rule regarding litigation expenses and

considered ordering the ISBTC to pay the petitioners' attorneys' fees and costs

associated with the proceedings.
165 The court reasoned that, given the

extraordinary circumstances of the case, a fee award was both appropriate and

justified.
166 Consequently, the tax court ordered the ISBTC to pay reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs to the petitioners' counsel.
167

In reaching its decision on this issue of first impression, the court surveyed

a wide array of case law and discussed the United States Supreme Court's view

of the private attorney general exception, Indiana decisions recognizing the

exception, the decisions of jurisdictions that have adopted and applied the

exception, and the decisions ofjurisdictions declining to adopt the exception.
168

The tax court first discussed the United States Supreme Court ruling, in

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society}
69 The Supreme Court in

Alyeska Pipeline held that federal courts could not award attorneys' fees using

the private attorney general exception.
170 The Supreme Court explained that,

under the American rule, "the prevailing litigant is ordinarily not entitled to

161. See id.

162. See id. at 250.

163. Id. at 251.

1 64. 730 N.E.2d 240 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

1 65. See id. at 242. "The American rule is the 'requirement that each litigant must pay its

own attorney's fees, even if the party prevails in the lawsuit, "' and the "traditional American rule

ordinarily disfavors the allowance of attorneys
1

fees in the absence of statutory or contractual

authorization" Id. at 242 n. 1 (citations omitted).

166. See id. at 242.

1 67. See id. On September 1 5, 2000, the Indiana Supreme Court granted review for further

consideration of this issue. See Town of St. John v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, No. 49S 10-0009-

TA-541, 2000 Ind. LEXIS 926 (Sept. 15, 2000).

1 68. See Town ofSt. John, 730 N.E.2d at 242-56.

169. 421 U.S. 240(1975).

170. See id.
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collect a reasonable attorneys' fee from the loser."
171 The tax court explained the

Supreme Court's rejection of the private attorney general exception as follows:

(1) Congress has reserved the right to allow attorneys' fees only under

certain circumstances; (2) specific exceptions to the American rule are

expressly identified in statute; and (3) without legislative guidance,

federal courts may not selectively create new exceptions to the American
rule based upon the alleged importance ofthe public policies at issue.

172

Next, the tax court looked to the opinions and decisions of Indiana courts

concerning the application of the American rule when deciding whether or not

to award attorneys' fees. The court noted the Indiana Supreme Court's

observation "that the 'right to recover attorney's fees from one's opponent does

not exist in the absence ofa statute or some agreement, though a court of equity

may, under some circumstances, allow attorneys' fees to be paid out of a fund

brought under its control.'"
173

The private attorney general exception was first recognized in Indiana by the

court ofappeals in SaintJoseph's College v. Morrison, Inc..
174

In SaintJoseph's

College, the court ofappeals held that certain limited exceptions to the American
rule exist.

175 The court of appeals recognized three exceptions to the rule that

each party must pay his own attorney fees: the obdurate behavior exception; the

common fund exception; and, the private attorney general exception.
176

However, the court of appeals held that the private attorney general exception

only applied where the party acting in the private attorney general capacity was
authorized to do so by statute.

177

In sum, the tax court determined that the Indiana Supreme Court had not

acknowledged the private attorney general exception to the American rule.
178

Moreover, the tax court observed that while the court of appeals had

acknowledged the exception on various occasions, it had never supported an

award of attorneys' fees using the exception.
179

The tax court then examined how otherjurisdictions treat the private attorney

general exception. First, the court reviewed the holdings ofjurisdictions that had

applied the exception to award attorneys' fees. In Serrano v. Priest,
m

the

seminal case adopting the exception, the California Supreme Court identified

171. Id. at 247.

1 72. Town ofSt. John, 730 N.E.2d at 244.

173. Id. (quoting Gavin v. Miller, 54 N.E.2d 277, 280 (Ind. 1944)).

1 74. 302 N.E.2d 865, 870 (Ind. Ct. App. 1 973). See also Morgan County v. Ferguson, 7 1

2

N.E.2d 1038 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999); Downing v. City ofColumbus, 505 N.E.2d 841 (Ind. Ct. App.

1987).

175. See id.

1 76. See id; see also Ferguson, 1 1 2 N.E.2d at 1 044-45.

1 77. See id\ see also Ferguson, 1 1 2 N.E.2d at 1 044-45.

1 78. See Town ofSt. John, 730 N.E.2d at 247.

179. See id

1 80. 569 P.2d 1 303 (Cal. 1 977).
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three basic factors to be considered in awarding fees under the private attorney

general exception: "(1) the strength or societal importance of the public policy

vindicated by the litigation, (2) the necessity for private enforcement and the

magnitude of the resultant burden on the plaintiff, (3) the number of people

standing to benefit from the decision."
181 The tax court observed that "[s]tate

courts have applied the private attorney general exception under various factual

situations to enforce citizens' constitutional and statutory rights against

violations of those rights committed by state and local governments." 182

However, the court noted that thosejurisdictions still adhere to the American rule

and only rarely apply the private attorney general exception.
183 The tax court

concluded that the award of attorneys' fees using the exception was always fact

specific and that courts tend to weigh the three factors from Serrano in deciding

whether to award fees.
184

Next, the tax court examined the rationales of the jurisdictions that have

rejected the adoption and application of the private attorney general exception.

The court referred to an opinion from the Supreme Court ofNew Mexico, New
Mexico Right to Choose/NARAL v. Johnson. 1 *5

In Johnson, the Supreme Court

ofNew Mexico concluded that the state's constitutional jurisprudence did "not

provide a basis for concluding that the American rule [was] 'so unworkable as

to be intolerable.'"
186 The tax court summarized the exceptions discussed by the

Johnson court as those "arising: (1) from a court's inherent powers to sanction

the bad faith conduct of litigants and attorneys; (2) from certain exercises of a

court's equitable powers; and (3) simultaneously from judicial and legislative

powers."
187 The tax court concluded that courts refusing to adopt the private

attorney general exception strictly adhere to the American rule and that tend to

emphasize the lack ofstatutory authorization to award fees using the exception.
188

The court found that in applying the United States Supreme Court's rationale

from Alyeska Pipeline, "these courts also express reluctance to weigh the relative

societal importance of individuals' rights and legislative policies."
189

Although the tax court found some merit in the arguments rejecting the

private attorney general exception, the court adopted and applied the exception

and awarded attorneys' fees to the town of St. John.
190 The tax court reasoned

that "[although the Indiana Supreme Court has yet to recognize the private

attorney general exception, the Indiana Court of Appeals has recognized the

181. Mat 1314.

1 82. Town ofSt. John, 730 N.E.2d at 25 1

.

183. See id.

184. See id.

185. 986 P.2d 450 (N.M. 1999).

1 86. Id. at 454 (citation omitted).

1 87. Town ofSt. John, 730 N.E.2d at 252-53 (citation omitted).

188. See id. at 256.

189. Id.

190. See id.
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exception no fewer than sixteen times since 1 973 ." ,91
Additionally, the tax court

held that two disapproving Indiana courts never rejected the existence of the

exception; rather, the courts rejected its application to the specific facts under

consideration at the time.
192

In applying the private attorney general exception in Town ofSt. John, the

court adopted the three-factor inquiry announced in Serrano.
193

First, the tax

court concluded that the petitioners had "vindicated a constitutional principle of
substantial importance."

194 The court determined that the burden on the

petitioners' time and resources in prosecuting their constitutional challenge over

the past seven years had been immense. 195 The court recognized that the

petitioners were represented by the not-for-profit Indiana Civil Liberties Union
(ICLU) and four private attorneys who had not collected any fees from the

petitioners, but had incurred more than sixty thousand dollars in out-of-pocket

expenses.
196 The court concluded that to dismiss the burden ofthe ICLU in many

instances "would trivialize the efforts of counsel in enforcing the state

constitution and would ignore the fact that, in many instances, only public

interest firms or entities are prepared for and willing to challenge constitutional

violations."
197

Second, the court observed that the supreme court's opinion

underscored the need for private enforcement in the case when the supreme court

concluded that the Property Taxation Clause did not "create a personal,

substantive right of uniformity and equality. ... It does not establish an

entitlement to individual assessments for abstract evaluation ofproperty wealth,

nor does it mandate the consideration of independent property wealth evidence

in individual assessments or tax appeals."
198

Third, the tax court found that all

Indiana citizens, either directly or indirectly, would potentially benefit from the

outcome ofthis case.
199 The tax court agreed with the petitioners and found that

the benefits of the litigation include: "(1) an end to arbitrary assessments; (2)

abandonment of a self-referential system in favor of one using objectively

verifiable data; (3) greater accuracy of assessments; (4) equality of assessments

among variousjurisdictions throughout the state; (5) equality oftaxation among
various classes ofproperty; (6) improved assessment appeals; and (7) equity for

191. Id.

1 92. See id. One court stated: "We see nothing in the record which would indicate that [the

exception] would apply in this case." Id. (quoting Downing v. City ofColumbus, 505 N.E.2d 841,

845 (Ind. Ct. App. 1987)). The other stated: "Here, there is no basis for an award of attorney fees

or costs." Id. (quoting Morgan County v. Ferguson, 71 2 N.E.2d 1038, 1045 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999)).

193. See id.

194. Id.

195. See id. at 257.

196. See id. at 258.

1 97. Id at 259 (citing Serrano v. Priest, 569 P.2d 1 3 1 0, 1 3 1 6 (Cal. 1 997) ("stating that denial

of fees to attorneys in public interest firms would be 'essentially inconsistent' with the private

attorney general theory")).

1 98. Id. (quoting St. John V, 702 N.E.2d 1 034, 1 040 (Ind. 1 998)).

199. See id.
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taxing bodies."
200

Since the petitioners fulfilled the three-pronged Serrano test,

the tax court awarded them attorneys' fees under the private attorney general

exception.
201

The tax court rejected the ISBTC's claim of sovereign immunity.202 The
court also rejected the ISBTC's contentions that "fee-shifting is a legislative

matter, that the General Assembly knows how to and has enacted numerous fee-

shifting statutes and that adopting the exception will result in problematic

ranking ofrights between allegedly fee-meriting and non-fee-meriting claims."203

The tax court also declared that it would not deny an appropriate fee award in the

case "out of fear that it will be asked to exercise its analytical skills in future

cases to determine whether those particular cases reflect equally extraordinary

circumstances."
204

Finally, the court rejected the ISBTC's contention that even

ifthe private attorney general theory was recognized and adopted, the theory did

not apply in that case.
205

Nonetheless, the court found that a constitutional

taxation and assessment system would benefit all real property taxpayers,

including both business and residential property owners.206 The court reiterated:

"In our legal system, constitutional rights are a categorical imperative."
207

In

sum, the tax court determined that the private attorney general exception should

be recognized, and awarded reasonable attorneys' fees and costs to the

petitioners.
208

2. Rinker Boat Co. v. State Board ofTax Commissioners.209—Rinker Boat

Co., the owner of a boat manufacturing plant located in Kosciusko County,

Indiana, challenged the ISBTC's denial ofadjustments in assessing real property

tax against Rinker Boat Company, Inc. (taxpayer).
210 The tax court affirmed the

final determination ofthe ISBTC in part, reversed in part, and remanded the case

to the ISBTC for a determination of the type of heating, lighting, interior

partitions, and exterior walls (ofwhich the taxpayer's building consisted) and for

a determination of the appropriate obsolescence factor to be applied to the

taxpayer's building.
211

The first issue the tax court addressed was the ISBTC's contention that the

200. Id. at 259-60.

201. See id. at 260.

202. See id. The ISBTC cited article X, section three, of the Indiana Constitution, which

provides: "No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in pursuance of appropriations made

by law." Id

203. Mat 261.

204. Id at 263.

205. See id.

206. See id

207. Id. at 263-264 (citation omitted).

208. See id.

209. 722 N.E.2d 9 1 9 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1 999).

210. See id. at 920.

211. See id. at 925-26.
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taxpayer used the wrong ISBTC form to challenge the assessment.
212

Specifically, the ISBTC refused to considerthe taxpayer's Petition for Correction

of Error (ISBTC Form 133), which dealt with the heating, lighting, interior

partitions, and exterior walls of the taxpayer's building, because the ISBTC
believed that the issues raised by the taxpayer on that form could only be

considered on a Petition for Review of Assessment (ISBTC Form 13 1).
213 The

tax court agreed with the ISBTC's statements concerning the uses of each of

these forms; however, the tax court found that the type ofthe heating and lighting

equipment, the amount of interior partitions, and the composition ofthe exterior

walls of the taxpayer's building were objective determinations, and therefore,

could be raised on an ISBTC Form 133.
214

Having disposed ofthe above procedural issue, the tax court next considered

whether or not the ISBTC substantively erred when the ISBTC assessed the

taxpayer's property as having certain types ofheating, lighting, interior partition

walls, and exterior walls. Contrary to its final determination, the ISBTC
conceded that the taxpayer used unit heaters instead of forced-air heating

equipment, the taxpayer used fluorescent rather than high-intensity lighting, the

ISBTC assessed the taxpayer for nonexistent partitioning, and the composition

ofthe exterior walls ofthe taxpayer's building was not the composition on which

the ISBTC's assessment was based.
215

Consequently, the tax court held that each

of the above-referenced determinations by the ISBTC was arbitrary and

capricious,
216 Moreover, the court found that each assessment was an error as a

matter of law that could be corrected on an ISBTC Form 133.
217 The tax court

remanded these issues to the ISBTC and indicated that upon remand, the taxpayer

has the "burden ofproofto ascertain the cost ofeach component described above

based on the regulations."
218 The tax court found that if the cost must be

accounted for by grade or other subjective factors, then the appeal must fail with

respect to such items, because then, review of the ISBTC Form 133 would
require a subjectivejudgment, which is not permitted.

219 However, the tax court

held that the grade and other subjective factors concerning the taxpayer's

212. See id. at 92 1 . The taxpayer filed a Form 1 33 Petition for Correction of Error in order

to challenge the ISBTC's assessment of the taxpayer's heating, lighting, interior partitions, and

exterior walls. In addition, the taxpayer filed a Form 1 3 1 Petition for Review of Assessment in

order to challenge the same assessment, to challenge the ISBTC's classification of the taxpayer's

building, and to challenge the ISBTC's adjustment for obsolescence depreciation. See id.

213. See id; see also Ind. Code § 6-1.1-15-12 (2000); Barth, Inc. v. State Bd. of Tax

Comm'rs, 699 N.E.2d 800, 806 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1998) (holding that only objective errors may be

corrected on an ISBTC Form 133).

2 1 4. See Rinker Boat Co., 722 N.E.2d at 922.

215. See id. at 922-23.

216. See id.

217. See id. at 923.

218. Id. at 923-24.

219. See id. at 924.
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building could be used if necessary on remand.220

The tax court then considered the taxpayer's challenges to both the

classification of the taxpayer's building and the ISBTC's finding of no
obsolescence on the taxpayer's Form 13 1

,

221 The tax court found that because

a Form 131 may require a subjective determination by the ISBTC, the ISBTC is

given a great deal ofdiscretion.222
Notwithstanding this deference, the court held

that the ISBTC must provide some reasoning to support its determination.
223 The

court also found that the ISBTC is "obligated to consider evidence presented by
the taxpayer and to deal with that evidence in a meaningful manner."

224 The tax

court noted: "In order to successfully challenge a final determination, the

taxpayer will usually have to offer a competing view, along with evidence to

support that view, of what the assessment should be."
225 The court concluded

that in order to meet this burden, "a taxpayer must present a prima facie case

supported by probative evidence."
226

Next, the tax court considered the interior features ofthe taxpayer's building.

The tax court found that the ISBTC assessed the taxpayer's building as a light

manufacturing facility as opposed to a small shop facility despite the fact that the

taxpayer's building seemed to more closely resemble the small shop model.227

However, the tax court found that the taxpayer failed to present any additional

evidence comparing the remaining attributes of its building with each model and

therefore did not carry its burden ofproofon the issue.
228 Consequently, the tax

court affirmed the ISBTC's classification of the taxpayer's building as a light

manufacturing facility.
229

Finally, the tax court considered the taxpayer's challenge to the ISBTC's

application of a zero obsolescence factor to the taxpayer's building. The court

explained that the determination ofobsolescence is a two-step inquiry, and noted

that the appealing party must first identify the causes of obsolescence and then

quantify the amount of obsolescence to be applied.
230 The court held that

"[functional obsolescence is either something that buyers are unwilling to pay

for or a deficiency that causes the property to lose value when compared to a

more modern replacement."
231 The tax court found that functional obsolescence

works as a penalty against the property's value, and provided several examples

of functional obsolescence, including "a poor ratio of land to building area,

220. See id.

221. See id.

222. See id.

111. See id.

224. Id.

225. Id.

226. Id.

227. See id. ; see also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 2.2- 11-1 (200 1 ).

228. See id.

229. See id.

230. See id. at 925.

23 1

.

Id. See also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit 50, r. 2.2-10-7 (2001).
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inadequate parking, truck or railroad loading or unloading facilities and poor

proportion of office, rental or manufacturing, and warehouse space."
232

The tax court contrasted the evidence presented by the taxpayer with the

ISBTC's claim that no deduction was allowed for obsolescence because the

ISBTC "felt that [the taxpayer's] building was being operated for its intended

purpose ofboat building."
233 The tax court held that in order to establish a prima

facie case, a taxpayer must introduce evidence "sufficient to establish a given

fact and which if not contradicted will remain sufficient."
234 The tax court

indicated that "[o]nce the taxpayer does so, it is then incumbent upon the

[ISBTC] to rebut this evidence and support its decision with substantial

evidence."
235 The tax court observed that while some ofthe taxpayer's evidence

may have appeared to be the mere identification of factors that cause

obsolescence, the taxpayer had done more than make bare allegations, and

therefore, met its prima facie case requirements.
236 Moreover, the tax court found

that "the [ISBTC] has neither rebutted the evidence offered by [the taxpayer] nor

dealt with it in a meaningful manner."
237 As a result, the tax court remanded this

issue to the ISBTC.238

3. Indianapolis Racquet Club, Inc. v. State Board of Tax
Commissioners.239—In Indianapolis Racquet Club, Inc., the owner of an indoor

and outdoor tennis facility and the owner of an office building complex, both

located in Marion County, Indiana, challenged the validity of the ISBTC's
assessments of their real property. Indianapolis Racquet Club, Inc. (IRC) and

Racquet Square Associates, Ltd. (RSA) (taxpayers) presented two issues for

consideration by the tax court, which arose from the assessment of three

individual parcels consisting ofeight outdoor tennis courts, sixteen indoor tennis

courts and associated facilities, and three single-story office buildings.
240

In this

case, the tax court reversed the ISBTC's final assessment determinations and

remanded the case to the ISBTC because the relevant statutory factors were not

considered by the ISBTC when it classified the property.
241

In addition, the court

instructed the ISBTC to apply the model that most closely resembled the tennis

facility and to recalculate the reproduction costs ofthe tennis facility based upon
the proper model.

242

The tax court referred to Indianapolis Historic Partners v. State Board of

232. Id

233. Id

234. Id (quoting Clark v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 694 N.E.2d 1230, 1233 (Ind. Tax Ct.

1998)).

235. Id

236. See id.

237. Id

238. See id.

239. 722 N.E.2d 926, 928 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000) remanded by 743 N.E.2d 247 (Ind. 2001 ).

240. See id. at 929.

241. See id. at 941.

242. See id.
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Tax Commissioners , where the tax court held that the Property Tax Clause ofthe

Indiana Constitution requires "(0 uniformity and equality in assessment, (2)

uniformity and equality as to rate oftaxation, and (3) ajust valuation for taxation

of all property. . . . The purpose of these constitutional requirements is to

distribute the burden of taxation upon principles of uniformity, equality, and

justice."
243 The court also observed that the General Assembly has charged the

ISBTC with interpreting Indiana's property tax laws and ensuring that all

property assessments are made as prescribed by law.
244

Specifically, the tax court

observed that section 6-1.1-31-6 of the Indiana Code provides mandatory

guidelines for the ISBTC to follow when establishing rules governing the

assessment of real property.
245 The court found that in fulfilling its duties, the

ISBTC is afforded a great deal of discretion and that part of exercising its

discretion is promulgating land valuation orders, which are administrative

The tax court held that the taxpayers had to show that the land valuation

commission's classification of the real property was improper.
247 The court

reviewed the statutory language and concluded that the most logical

interpretation of section 6-1.1-31-6 of the Indiana Code was that the General

Assembly intended for the ISBTC to consider all the listed factors, including land

orders, when promulgating a rule.
248

Therefore, the court found that:

[I]n placing a particular parcel within a specific category of a land

valuation order, the [ISBTC], in either approving or modifying the land

order or in reviewing an assessment on appeal, must consider these

statutory factors: acreage, lots, size, location, use, productivity or

earning capacity, applicable zoning provisions, and accessibility to

highways, sewers, and others public services or facilities.
249

The final factor ofthe above-referenced statutory provision allows the ISBTC to

consider "any other factor that the [State Board] determines by rule is just and

proper."
250

The tax court reviewed the evidence in the case and concluded that because

the listed factors were not considered by the ISBTC, it was necessary to remand

the issue ofwhether the parcels were properly classified.
251 The court instructed

that on remand the ISBTC must determine, upon considering all factors required

by section 6-1.1-31-6 of the Indiana Code, the appropriate classification of the

243. Id. at 931 (quoting Indianapolis Historic Partners v. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs, 694

N.E.2d 1224, 1228 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1998)).

244. Seeid. at 93 \;see also IND.CODE § 6-1.1-35-1 (2000).

245. See Indianapolis Racquet Club, Inc., 722 N.E.2d at 93 1

.

246. See id.

247. See id. at 932.

248. Seen/ at 933.

249. Id.

250. Id. (quoting IND. CODE § 6-l.l-31-6(a)(l)(ix) (1989)).

251. Seeid. at 935.
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parcels.
252 Moreover, the court held that the ISBTC must determine the

appropriate base rate within the proper classification.
253

The next issue addressed in Indianapolis Racquet Club was whether the base

rate for ninety percent of the taxpayers' indoor tennis facility was correctly

determined using the General Commercial Mercantile (GCM) health club model

instead of the General Commercial Industrial (GCI) light warehouse model.254

The tax court emphasized that "IRC was entitled to have its property assessed

using the correct cost schedule."
255 However, the court noted that a classification

for taxation purposes is valid when it rests on a reasonable basis of actual

difference between those included and those excluded.
256 Moreover, the court

noted that because a building may not conform perfectly with model

specifications, a hearing officer must use subjective judgment to decide which

model the building most closely resembles, and that the hearing officer is allowed

some discretion in selecting which model to use.
257

The tax court found that "IRC had an affirmative duty to present evidence

showing that the [ISBTC] abused its discretion in selecting the health club

model."258 The court found that IRC established that ninety percent ofthe tennis

facility in dispute lacked a substantial number offeatures described in the health

club model.259 Consequently, the court held that the ISBTC's application ofthe

health club model to ninety percent ofthe tennis facility under consideration was
not supported by substantial evidence.

260
In fact, the court found that the

evidence showed the tennis facility's features better matched those of the light

warehouse model than those ofthe health club model.261
Therefore, the tax court

determined that IRC had carried its burden of showing that the ISBTC "abused

its discretion by applying the wrong model in assessing the tennis facility."
262

The court also concluded that the ISBTC "abused its discretion by applying the

health club model in determining the tennis facility's reproduction cost."
263

Upon remand, the court instructed the ISBTC to "apply the model that most
closely resembles the physical structure of the tennis facility area being

considered and recalculate the facility's reproduction costs based upon that

model."264

In sum, the tax court advised that, on remand, RSA had the burden of going

252. See id

253. See id.

254. See id.

255. Id at 937

256. See id.

257. See id

258. Id. at 939

259. See id.

260. See id.

261. See id.

262. Id.

263. Id. at 941

264. Id.
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forward with probative evidence about the proper classification ofthe parcels and
the proper base rate to be assigned the parcels.

265 The tax court also found that

IRC must present "probative evidence concerning the appropriate model to use

in calculating the base rate for the [ninety percent] of its indoor tennis facility at

issue, including but not limited to evidence regarding the proper grade to be
assigned the [indoor tennis facility]."

266

4. CDI, Inc. v. State Board ofTax Commissioners. 267—CDI, Inc., the owner
of a truck warehouse located in Vigo County, Indiana, sought an adjustment to

its real property tax assessment.
268

In this case, the tax court ruled against the

property owner and affirmed the final determinations of the ISBTC.269

The first issue was whether the ISBTC exceeded its legislative authority in

conducting a hearing because the ISBTC failed to issue a letter of appointment

to its hearing officer. There was no evidence in the record that CDI, Inc.

(taxpayer) objected (at the administrative level) to the hearing officer's authority

to hear the taxpayer's appeal.
270

Thus, the tax court held that the taxpayer had
waived the issue and could not raise it for the first time before the tax court.

271

The tax court also found that the taxpayer failed to point to probative

evidence ofrecord that indicated what the correct grade should be or whether the

structure was a kit building. Therefore, the tax court rejected the taxpayer's

arguments concerning the grade assigned to the warehouse and kit building

adjustments.
272 The court held that "[w]hen a taxpayer contests the grade

assigned an improvement, the taxpayer must offer probative evidence concerning

the alleged assessment error."
273 The tax court determined that "[w]here the

taxpayer fails to provide the [ISBTC] with probative evidence supporting its

position on the grade issue, the [ISBTC's] duty to support its final determination

with substantial evidence is not triggered."
274

In addition, the court explained

that "a taxpayer must provide the [ISBTC] with probative evidence as to whether

an improvement qualifies as a kit building."
275 The court advised that "with the

265 See id.

266. Id.

267. 725 N.E.2d 1015 (Ind. Tax Ct 2000).

268. See id. at 1017.

269. See id. at 1022.

270. See id. at 1018.

271. See id.

272. See id. at 1019; see also Ind. Admin. Code tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-3 (2000).

273. CDI, Inc., 725 N.E.2d at 1019.

274. Id.

275. Id. The court referred to a previous decision where it held:

[I]t is incumbent upon the taxpayer to offer evidence tending to show the improvement

qualifies for the kit adjustment. Ifthe taxpayer fails to do so, the taxpayer's claim fails.

This is not an onerous burden. . . . Instructional Bulletin 91-8 outlines a large number

of specific characteristics of kit buildings. Accordingly, it should not be difficult for

taxpayers to identify those characteristics in an improvement alleged to qualify for the

kit adjustment.
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issue ofgrade, the [ISBTC] is not required to support its denial ofthe kit building

adjustment until the taxpayer comes forward with probative evidence

demonstrating that it is entitled to the adjustment."
276

The tax court found that in this case the taxpayer failed to present probative

evidence regarding either the grade assignment or kit building adjustments for the

warehouse.277
Therefore, the court held that the ISBTC had no duty to refute the

taxpayer's arguments with a competing view.
278

Consequently, the court did not

consider whether substantial evidence supported the ISBTC's grading of the

warehouse or its refusal to grant the warehouse a kit building adjustment.
279

Finally, the tax court declined to address the merits of the taxpayer's

argument concerning the use of a particular economic life table in determining

the warehouse's physical depreciation.
280 The court held that a taxpayer may not

secure the reversal of a final determination regarding a structure's physical

depreciation simply by alleging an inadequacy in the regulations governing

physical depreciation in general and the selection of the appropriate economic

life table specifically.
281

Rather, the taxpayer must offer probative evidence

regarding the purported error.
282 Because the taxpayer failed to present probative

evidence regarding which economic life table is applicable, the court held that

"the [ISBTC's] duty to develop and support a competing view of the proper

assessment was never triggered."
283

5. Kemp v. State Board ofTax Commissioners.284—In Kemp, the owners of

residential real estate located in LaPorte County, Indiana, appealed the ISBTC's
denial of their request to lower the assessed value of their residence.

285 The tax

court ruled against the property owners and affirmed the ISBTC's final

determination.
286

The tax court first addressed whether the ISBTC exceeded its legislative

authority in conducting a hearing without having first issued a letter of

appointment to its hearing officer. The tax court found that there was no

evidence in the record that the Kemps (taxpayers) had objected to the hearing

Id. (citing Whitley Prods., Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 704 N.E.2d 1 1 13, 1 121 (Ind. Tax Ct.

1998)).

276. Id. at 1020.

277. Skew* at 1021.

278. See id.

279. See id.

280. See id. at 1021-22.

281. See /</. at 1022.

282. See id.

283. Id. See also Whitley Prods., Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 704 N.E.2d 1 1 13, 1 1 19-

20 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1998); King Indus. Corp. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 699 N.E.2d 338, 343 (Ind.

TaxCt. 1998).

284. 726 N.E.2d 395 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

285. See id. at 398.

286. See id. at 404.
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officer's authority at the administrative level to hear the taxpayers' appeal.
287

Thus, the court held that the taxpayers waived the issue and could not raise it for

the first time in their original tax appeal.
288

The tax court next addressed whether the ISBTC properly assigned a "B"
grade to the taxpayers' residence. The court reviewed the assignment of grades

under the true tax value system in Indiana and noted that "improvements are

assigned various grades based on their materials, design and workmanship."289

The court found that "the grades represent multipliers that are applied to the base

reproduction cost of an improvement,"290 and further explained that "[w]hen

contesting the grade assigned an improvement, a taxpayer must offer probative

evidence concerning the alleged assessment error."
291 The tax court held that "a

taxpayer' s conclusory statements do not constitute probative evidence concerning

the grading of the subject improvement."292 The court also held: "Mere
references to photographs or regulations, without explanation, do not qualify as

probative evidence."
293 The court explained that when the taxpayer fails to

provide the ISBTC with probative evidence supporting its position on the grade

issue, the ISBTC's duty to support its final determination with substantial

evidence is not triggered.
294

After a review ofthe evidence presented in the case, the tax court found that

the taxpayers failed to submit probative evidence on the issue of grade to the

ISBTC.295 Moreover, the court found that the opinion testimony presented in the

case amounted to conclusory statements that did not qualify as probative

evidence.
296 The court explained that the ISBTC had no duty to make the

taxpayers' case for them and that it was the taxpayers' obligation to substantiate

their claims with probative evidence before the ISBTC, but because the taxpayers

failed to do so, they did not meet their burden of production.297
Therefore, the

tax court held that the duty of the ISBTC to substantiate its final determination

on the grade issue was never triggered.
298

The final issue addressed in Kemp was whether the ISBTC's regulations, as

applied to the assessment ofthe taxpayers' property, produced an inequitable and

unjust assessment in violation of the Property Tax Clause of the Indiana

Constitution.
299 The tax court found that a taxpayer must present specific

287. See id. at 399.

288. See id.

289. Id. at 400. See also Ind. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-3 (2001)

290. terop,726N.E.2dat400.

291. Id.

292. Id.

293. Id.

294. See id.

295. See id. at 401.

296. See id.

297. See id.

298. See id.

299. See id. at 401-02.
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evidence that the assessment is unconstitutional as applied to the taxpayer for the

challenge to succeed.
300 The court acknowledged that an application of

regulations in an unconstitutional manner by the ISBTC constitutes an abuse of

discretion.
301

In making its determination, the tax court considered whether the taxpayers

were entitled to an obsolescence adjustment for their home.302 The court

explained that obsolescence is the "diminishing of a property's desirability and

usefulness brought about by either functional inadequacies or overadequacies

inherent in the property itself, or adverse economic factors external to the

property."
303 The court observed that the regulations recognize both functional

and economic obsolescence
304 and explained: "Functional obsolescence is

caused by internal factors. Economic obsolescence is caused by external

factors."
305 The tax court explained that the determination ofobsolescence is a

two-step process requiring an assessor to identify causes of obsolescence first

and then quantify the amount of obsolescence to be applied.
306 The tax court

noted that the regulations indicate that, "[o]bsolescence depreciation is seldom

applied to residential dwellings. There must be an extremely abnormal

circumstance involved with a residential dwelling before obsolescence

depreciation applies."
307 The tax court required that in order to obtain an

obsolescence adjustment, the taxpayers had the burden to produce evidence

showing that their home suffered from an extremely abnormal circumstance.
308

The tax court found that the taxpayers failed to introduce any evidence at the

administrative hearing showing that an extremely abnormal circumstance was
present in their home that justified application ofan obsolescence adjustment.

309

Further, the tax court found that the taxpayers failed to identify any causes of

obsolescence.
310

Therefore, the tax court held that the ISBTC correctly denied

300. See id. at 402.

301. See id.

302. See id.

303

.

Id. (quoting IND. Admin. CODE., tit. 50, r. 2.2- 1 -40 ( 1 996)).

304. See id. (citing IND. ADMIN. CODE., tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-7(e) (1996)).

305. Id. (quoting IND. Admin. CODE., tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-7(e) (1996)).

Functional obsolescence has numerous possible causes, including: (1) inefficient floor

plans; (2) unnecessary or superadequate construction; (3) inadequate parking; and (4)

mechanical inadequacy. Possible causes of economic obsolescence include: (1)

inoperative or inadequate zoning ordinances; (2) deed restrictions; and (3) market

acceptability of the product or devices for which the property was constructed or is

currently used.

Id. (citing Pedcor Invs.-1990-XIII L.P. v. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs, 715 N.E.2d 432, 435 (lnd.

Tax Ct. 1999)).

306. See id.

307. Id. (quoting IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 50, r. 2.2-7-9(d) (1996)).

308. See id.

309. See id. at 402-03.

310. See tf. at 403.
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the taxpayers an obsolescence adjustment for their home.311

The taxpayers also failed to persuade the tax court that a sales ratio study

based on market values could validly demonstrate the alleged inequity of
Indiana's system of assessments.

312 The tax court found that "the [ISBTC] is

required to deal with a taxpayer's evidence in a meaningful manner, but only if

the evidence has probative value."
313

In this case, the court found that the

taxpayers failed to demonstrate that the market data study they presented was
relevant in determining their assessment's correctness.

314
Therefore, the tax court

held that the ISBTC did not abuse its discretion by refusing to consider the

market data study.
315 The court observed that the market data study "was the

only evidence provided by the [taxpayers] supporting their constitutional claim.

Without it, [the taxpayers] lacked any specific evidence showing that the

[ISBTC's] regulations, as applied, violated their rights to a uniform and equal

assessment under the Indiana Constitution."
316

Therefore, the tax court rejected

the taxpayers final claim.
317

6. Bemacchi v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.318—In Bernacchi, the

owners ofresidential real estate located in LaPorte County, Indiana, appealed the

final determination of the ISBTC denying their request to lower the assessed

value of their residence.319
In this case, the tax court affirmed the ISBTC's final

determination in this case.
320

The first issue the tax court addressed was whether the ISBTC exceeded its

legislative authority in conducting a hearing in this matter without issuing a letter

of appointment to its hearing officer. The tax court concluded that there was no
evidence in the record that the Bernacchis (taxpayers) objected to the hearing

officer's authority at the administrative level to hear the taxpayers' appeal.
321

Thus, the tax court held that the taxpayers waived the issue and could not raise

it for the first time in its original tax appeal.
322

Next, the tax court addressed whether the ISBTC board properly assigned a

"B" plus two grade to the taxpayers' residence. After a review of the evidence

presented in this case, the tax court found that the taxpayers failed to submit

probative evidence on the issue of grade to the ISBTC and that in the absence of

probative evidence, the taxpayers failed to meet their burden of production.
323

311. See id.

312. See id.

313. Id. at 404.

314. See id.

315. See id.

316. Id.

317. See id.

318. 727 N.E.2d 1 133 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000)

319. See id. at 1134.

320. See id. at 1138.

321. See id. at 1135.

322. See id.

323. See id. at 1136.
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Therefore, the tax court held that the ISBTC's duty to substantiate its final

determination on the issue of grade was never triggered and affirmed the final

determination ofthe ISBTC with respect to the grade assigned to the taxpayers'

residence.
324

The final issue addressed mBemacchiwas whether the ISBTC's regulations,

as applied to the assessment ofthe taxpayers' property, produced an inequitable

and unjust assessment in violation of the Property Tax Clause of the Indiana

Constitution.
325 The tax court held that "[i]n order for such a challenge to

succeed, a taxpayer must present specific evidence that an assessment is

unconstitutional as applied to him."
326

In analyzing this issue, the court first

considered whether the taxpayers were entitled to an obsolescence adjustment for

their residence. To obtain an obsolescence adjustment, the taxpayers had a

burden to produce evidence showing that their residence suffered from an

extremely abnormal circumstance.
327

In the instant case, the tax court found that

the taxpayers provided no such evidence.
328

Therefore, the court held that the

ISBTC correctly denied the taxpayers' request for an obsolescence adjustment. 329

The court also found that the taxpayers failed to persuade the court of any
inequity ofassessments made under Indiana's property taxation system.

330 The
only evidence presented by the taxpayers supporting their constitutional

challenge failed, and without it "there was no specific evidence showing that the

[ISBTC's] regulations, as applied, violated [the taxpayers'] rights to a uniform

and equal assessment under the Indiana Constitution."
331

Therefore, the tax court

found that the ISBTC did not abuse its discretion with respect to the taxpayers'

final claim.
332

7. Alcoils, Inc. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.333—Alcoils, Inc.

(taxpayer), the owner of property located in Whitley County, Indiana, sought

review of three ISBTC Form 133 petitions that were allegedly filed by the

taxpayer but never received by the ISBTC.334
In addition, the taxpayer appealed

a final determination of the ISBTC with respect to adjustments for grade and

obsolescence depreciation.
335 The tax court affirmed the ISBTC with respect to

the Form 133 petitions and affirmed in part and reversed in part the ISBTC's

324. See id. at 1137.

325. See id. at 1 134-45; see also Ind. CONST, art. X, § 1 ("The General Assembly shall

provide, by law, for a uniform and equal rate of property assessment and taxation . . . .").

3 26. Id. at 11 37 (citation omitted).

327. See id.

328. See id.

329. See/*/, at 1138.

330. See id.

331. Id.

332. See id.

333. 727 N.E.2d 795 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

334. See id. at 796.

335. See id. at 797.
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final determination concerning the grade and obsolescence adjustments.336
Thus,

the case was remanded for further proceedings.
337

First, the tax court discussed the proper filing of an ISBTC Form 133 and
reviewed Indiana Sugars, Inc. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.33* In

Indiana Sugars, the taxpayer filed a petition for the Enterprise Zone Business

Personal Property Tax Credit
339 by first class mail, but the petition was never

received by the Lake County Auditor.
340 The tax court pointed out that no

statutes dealing with filing procedures ofthe ISBTC existed.
341

Finding that such

statutes did exist for the IDSR, the tax court analogized between the two agencies

with respect to their filing procedures.
342 Applying the IDSR's statutes in

Indiana Sugars, the tax court observed that the IDSR considers a document filed

if it is deposited in the United States mail before the filing deadline.
343

In Alcoils,

the tax court credited the testimony of the taxpayer's representative concerning

the mailing of the taxpayer's ISBTC Form 133 petitions and concluded that,

based on Indiana Sugars, the taxpayer timely filed its ISBTC Form 133

petitions.
344 The court stated: "Pursuant to Indiana Sugars, a taxpayer merely

needs to file via first class mail."
345

Therefore, the court found that the ISBTC
Form 133 petitions in this case were properly filed.

346

Next, the tax court reviewed the statutory jurisdictional prerequisites of tax

court consideration of a case.
347 The court held that "the [ISBTC] may not cure

a failure on the part of lower taxation authorities to comply with the statutory

prerequisites ofa valid assessment by way of its ability to correct any assessment

error in taxpayer-initiated petitions."
348 The Indiana Supreme Court previously

addressed this issue in two companion cases. In State Board of Tax

Commissioners v. Mixmill Manufacturing Co.
349

the supreme court held that

when a County Board ofReview fails to act upon a taxpayer's Form 1 3 1 within

the statutory time frame, the tax court lacks jurisdiction to hear the case.
350

However, the supreme court stated that taxpayers may bring a mandamus action

in a court of general jurisdiction to compel the County Board of Review to act

336. See id.

337. See id.

338. 683 N.E.2d 1 383 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1997).

339. See IND. CODE. § 6-1.1-20.8-1 (2000).

340. See Indiana Sugars, Inc. , 683 N.E.2d at 1 384.

341. See id. at 1385.

342. See id. at 1385-86; see also IND. CODE §§ 6-8.1-6-3(a)(l), -3(b) (1998) (IDSR filing

statutes).

343. See Indiana Sugars, Inc. at 1386 (citing IND. CODE § 6-8.l-6-3(b) (1998)).

344. See Alcoils, Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax ComnTrs, 727 N.E.2d 795, 798 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

345. Id. at 798-99.

346. See id. at 799.

347. See id.

348. Id.

349. 702 N.E.2d 701 (Ind. 1998).

350. See id. at 705.
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on its petition.
351 The Indiana Supreme Court reached the same conclusion with

respect to ISBTC Form 133 in State Board of Tax Commissioners v. L.H.

Carbide Corp?52 With facts similar to those in Alcoils, the supreme court held

that when a County Board ofReview fails to act on an ISBTC Form 133, the tax

court does not have jurisdiction to hear the case.
353 As in Mixmill, the supreme

court stated that a taxpayer may bring a mandamus action in a court of general

jurisdiction against the county officials to compel action on the petitions.
354

Based on the above-discussed holdings of the supreme court, the tax court

in Alcoils concluded that although the taxpayer in this case timely filed its ISBTC
Forms 131, the ISBTC did not have the requisite jurisdiction to hear the case

because the County Board ofReview had not acted upon the taxpayer's ISBTC
Forms 1 33.

355
Consequently, the tax court dismissed the taxpayer's ISBTC Form

133 case due to lack ofjurisdiction.356

The tax court then addressed whether the ISBTC erred when it denied the

taxpayer certain adjustments for the grade assigned to its real property.

Buildings are graded according to the quality of their workmanship, materials,

and design, and a "C" grade is given to a "moderately attractive building that

conforms with the base specifications used to develop the pricing schedule."
357

By contrast, a grade of"B" is given to "an architecturally attractive building with

good quality materials and workmanship throughout."
358

In this case, the ISBTC
raised the grade of the taxpayer's building from a "C" to a "B" because the

taxpayer used above-average materials in the building.
359 The tax court noted

that "slight additions to the basic kit model can be accounted for by simply

raising the grade . . . because none of the variations affects the actual structure

of the building itself."
360 However, the court advised that "[a] kit building can

. . . lose its status as such if it displays such extant characteristics that the

structure could no longer be considered economical."
361

351. See id,

352. 702 N.E.2d 706 (Ind. 1998).

353. See id. at 707.

354. See id. In Alcoils the tax court noted:

These cases are not to be confused with [Indiana Code section] 6-1.1-1 5-4(e)( 1 ), which

states that a failure by the [ISBTC], not the [Board of Review], to act upon the

determination within 1 80 days shall be treated as a final determination. In these cases,

this Court possessesjurisdiction, since the statute treats the [ISBTCj s inaction as a final

assessment determination.

Alcoils, Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 727 N.E.2d 795, 799, n.6 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

355. See Alcoils, Inc., 727 N.E.2d at 799.

356. See id.

357. Id at 800. See also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-3(a)(3) (1996).

358. Alcoils, Inc., 727 N.E.2d at 800. See also IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 50, r. 2.2-10-3(a)(3)

(1996).

359. See Alcoils, Inc., 727 N.E.2d at 800.

360. Id

361. Id
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After considering the proffered evidence, the tax court found that the

taxpayer's evidence was insufficient to overcome the ISBTC's final

determination on the issue.
362 The court stated:

Where a taxpayer alleges that its building qualifies for the kit

adjustment, the allegation itself . . . puts the grade assigned to the

building at issue. Consequently, it would be nonsensical to refuse to

allow the [ISBTC] to adjust the grade of the buildings if the kit

adjustment is deemed to be warranted."
363

The tax court concluded that the ISBTC awarded the kit adjustment and raised

the grade to compensate for modifications.
364 The tax court found that the

taxpayerwas required to present probative evidence in support ofthis contention,
but failed to do so.

365
Thus, the tax court upheld the ISBTC's final determination

on the issue of grade.
366

Next, the tax court addressed whether the ISBTC erred when it denied the

taxpayer an obsolescence factor comparable to the obsolescence factor allowed

for an allegedly similar property.
367 The court considered the taxpayer's claims

and indicated that "bare allegations" do not constitute the prima facie case

needed to trigger the ISBTC 's duty to refute the taxpayer's evidence.
368 The

court stated that "[a] taxpayer who does not present evidence of similar

properties assessed differently cannot complain to this Court that the State Board

failed to consider similar properties."
369

Therefore, the court concluded that the

taxpayer failed to establish a prima facie case concerning its relationship to the

allegedly similar property.
370

Finally, the tax court considered whether the ISBTC correctly denied the

taxpayer's request for a ten percent obsolescence depreciation adjustment after

the taxpayer identified forms ofalleged functional obsolescence in its building.
371

The ISBTC did not grant any obsolescence to the subject property.
372 However,

the tax court found that since the taxpayer identified the forms of functional

obsolescence its building suffered, it was entitled to a remand on the issue.
373

The court instructed that, upon remand, the taxpayer would be required to

362. See id.

363. Id. at 801-01 (quoting Barth, Inc. v. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs, 699 N.E.2d 800, 807

(Ind. Tax Ct. 1998)).

364. See id. at 801.

365. See id.

366. See id.

367. See id.

368. Id. at 801.

369. Id. (quoting North Park Cinemas, Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 689 N.E.2d 765,

771-72 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1997)).

370. See id.

371. See id.

112. See id.

373. See /</. at 802.
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"identify, quantify, and support its determination offunctional obsolescence with

probative evidence."
374 The ISBTC would then be required to deal with the

taxpayer's evidence in "a meaningful manner."375

8. WRC Co. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners. 376—WRC Co.

(taxpayer), the owner ofreal property located in Perry County, Indiana, asked the

tax court to review a final assessment determination made by the ISBTC. 377 The
tax court ruled against the taxpayer and affirmed the final assessment

determination of the ISBTC.378

First, the tax court considered whether the ISBTC applied the correct

influence factor to land owned by the taxpayer.
379 "Land values in a given

neighborhood are determined through the application ofa Land Order."
380 Land

orders are developed by collecting and analyzing comparable sales data for a

neighborhood. 381 An entity known as the County Land Valuation Commission
studies the sales data for the neighborhood and subsequently recommends a range
of values for properties there.

382 ISBTC then sets the final values in a "land

order."
383

The tax court explained that "[influence factors may be used by both the

assessor and the [ISBTC] to adjust the values for properties that possess certain

features that make those properties unique."
384

It further found that the assessor

must identify deviations from the norm in the subject property to apply an

influence factor.
385 "These deviations are expressed as a percentage that reflects

the composite effect of the factor or factors that influence the value."
386 The

court also noted that in original tax appeals, each assessment and each tax year

stands alone.
387 Moreover, the court found that because the taxpayer's land

received a particular negative influence factor in one year does not necessarily

indicate the appropriate influence factor for a subsequent reassessment.
388 The

374. Id.

375. Id.

376. 729 N.E.2d 1 067 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000), available at No. 49T1 0-9809-TA- 1 1 5, 2000 Ind.

Tax LEXIS 19, at *1 (May 23, 2000).

377. See id. at*l.

378. See id.

379. See id. at *3.

380. Id. See also Ind. Admin. CODE tit. 50, r. 2.2-4- 10(a)(9) (1996) (discussing coding for

influence factors).

381. See WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *3; see also IND. CODE § 6-1.1-4-13.6

(1998); IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 50, r. 2.2-4-10 (1996).

382. See WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *3-*4; see also IND. CODE § 6-1

.

1-4-1 3.6

(1998).

383. WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *4; see also Ind. Code § 6-1.1-4-13.6 (1998).

384. WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *4.

385. See id.

386. Id. (citing IND. ADMIN. Code, tit. 50, r. 2. 1 -2- 1 ).

387. See id. at *6.

388. See id.
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tax court reasoned that since the taxpayer failed to establish a prima facie case,

the ISBTC had no duty to rebut the taxpayer's claim.
389

Consequently, the tax

court affirmed the findings of the ISBTC on this issue.
390

Next, the court considered "whether the [ISBTC] erred when it did not

classify the taxpayer's building as a kit building."
391 The ISBTC distributes an

instructional bulletin which discusses various aspects of kit buildings.
392 One

feature is that "[k]it buildings are generally lightweight and are made of
inexpensive materials."

393 The court emphasized that the instructional bulletin

provides: "[I]fthe additional features ofthe kit building result in the building no
longer being economical, it cannot qualify for the kit adjustment,"

394 and

reiterated that the ISBTC instructional bulletin "directs the inquiry to a

quantification of how much a deviation from the basic kit model increases the

cost ofthe improvement being assessed."
395 The tax court referred to Morris v.

StateBoardofTax Commissioners*
96 where the court reversed the ISBTC's final

determination that a building failed to qualify as a kit building because it

possessed a brick wall.
397

In Morris, the court stated that the existence of brick

walls does not automatically disqualify a building from kit building status.
398

However, unlike the structure in Morris, the taxpayer's building in WRC was
covered entirely with brick veneer.

399 The tax court held that although the

taxpayer's building possessed most ofthe characteristics found in kit buildings,

the fact that the building was entirely covered with brick veneer removed it from

the economical category in which kit buildings were found.
400

Therefore, the

court held in favor of the ISBTC on this issue.
401

9. Sterling Management-Orchard Ridge Apartments v. State Board of Tax
Commissioners.402—In SterlingManagement, the ownerofan apartment complex

located in Kosciusko County, Indiana, appealed the ISBTC's final determination

denying its request to lower the assessed value of its property.
403

First, the tax court considered whether the ISBTC improperly assessed a

retaining wall on the taxpayer's property. To prove that the ISBTC's assessment

of the retaining wall was improper, the court required the taxpayer to

389. See id. at *7.

390. See id.

391. Mat*!,

392. See id. at *7; see also Instructional Bulletin 91-8 (1991).

393. WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *7.

394. Id at *8 (citing Instructional Bulletin 91-8, at 7).

395. Id

396. 712 N.E.2d 1 120 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1999).

397. See id. at 1123.

398. See id. at 1124.

399. See WRC Co., 2000 Ind. Tax LEXIS 19, at *9.

400. See id. at* 10.

401. See id.

402. 730 N.E.2d 828 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000)

403. See id. at 832.
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submit evidence of probative value to the [ISBTC] showing that the

retaining wall in question was not present, was present but added no
value as an improvement over and above the curing contribution

considered in the site valuation or was present and had a value different

from its assessed value.
404

The court reviewed the evidence presented at trial and determined that the

evidence failed to prove the absence of a retaining wall.
405 Assuming the

retaining wall was present, the court felt that the testimony did not constitute

probative evidence as to what value should have been assigned to the wall.
406

The court further held that statements offered by the taxpayer did not constitute

probative evidence regarding either the existence or value ofthe retaining wall.407

Therefore, the tax court concluded that the ISBTC's duty to support its final

determination with substantial evidence was not triggered, and the taxpayer's

argument did not demonstrate that the ISBTC's final determination was arbitrary

and capricious.
408

Consequently, the tax court affirmed the final determination

ofthe ISBTC concerning the assessment of the retaining wall.
409

Next, the tax court considered whether the ISBTC's valuation ofiron fencing

on the taxpayer's property, where the ISBTC's assessment regulations did not

assign values to such fencing. The court observed that "[u]nder Indiana's

ascertainable standards rule, all administrative decisions must be in accord with

previously stated, ascertainable standards."
410 The ascertainable standards rule

ensures that administrative decisions are "fair, orderly and consistent rather than

irrational and arbitrary."
411 Under the ascertainable standards rule, the relevant

standards "must be written with sufficient precision to give fair warning as to

what factors an agency will consider in making an administrative decision.

Moreover, standards should also be readily available to those who have potential

contact with the administrative body."
412

The tax court concluded that the ISBTC violated the ascertainable standards

rule in this case because the ISBTC's assessment regulations failed to provide

standards with respect to the valuation of iron fencing, and there was no
previously announced standard for the ISBTC to apply when assessing the iron

fencing.
413

Additionally, the tax court found that the taxpayer lacked any

404. Id. at 834.

405. See id.

406. See id.

407. See id. at 834-35.

408. See id.

409. See id.

4 1 0. Id. at 836 (quoting Boaz v. Bartholomew Consol. Sch. Corp., 654 N.E.2d 320, 323 (Ind.

TaxCt. 1995)).

411. Id. at 836-37 (quoting Garcia v. State Bd. of Tax Commr's, 694 N.E.2d 794, 796 (Ind.

Tax Ct. 1998) (citation omitted)).

412. Id. at 837.

413. See id.
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warning that the ISBTC would rely upon market information to assess the

fencing.
414 The court also emphasized that the ISBTC's standards were not

readily available to the taxpayer.
415

Accordingly, the tax court found that the

ISBTC's assessment ofthe taxpayer's iron fencing was arbitrary and capricious,

reversed the ISBTC's final determination on the issue ofthe valuation ofthe iron

fencing, and remanded to the ISBTC.416 The court instructed the ISBTC "to

conduct a hearing on this issue, during which it shall accept and consider any
objectively verifiable evidence submitted by [the taxpayer] as to the iron

fencing's value."
417

The final issue that the tax court considered in Sterling was whether the

ISBTC assigned the correct grade to the taxpayer's apartment complex.418 The
tax court concluded that because the taxpayer failed to identify any probative

evidence of record indicating what the correct grade should be, it need not

address whether or not the ISBTC's decision was supported by substantial

evidence.
419 The court found that the taxpayer's submissions both to the ISBTC

and to the court did not constitute probative evidence.
420

In addition, the court

found that "questions as to definitions do not constitute probative evidence on the

issue of grade" and that "the taxpayer should offer specific evidence tied to the

various descriptions of grade classifications."
421

In the absence ofthe taxpayer

presenting probative evidence as to grade, the ISBTC was not required to support

its final determination on the issue with substantial evidence.
422

Therefore, the

tax court affirmed the ISBTC's final determination on the issue of grade.
423

10. Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186 v. State Board of Tax
Commissioners.424—In Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, the owner of property

consisting of a golf course, swimming pool, and lodge house located in

Hendricks County, Indiana, appealed the final assessment determination of the

ISBTC denying the owner a property tax exemption.
425

In this tax appeal, the

Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186 (taxpayer) raised only the issue of whether the

taxpayer's property met the "charitable purpose" requirements of sections of 6-

1.1-1 0-1 6(a) to -36.3(a) of the Indiana Code.426 The court defined the pivotal

414. See id.

415. See id.

416. See id. at 838.

417. Id.

418. See id. at 832.

419. See id. at 838.

420. See id. at 839.

421. Id. at 839-40.

422. See id. at 840.

423. See id.

424. 733 N.E.2d 32 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

425. See id at 33.

426. See id. In its discussion ofthe case, the court found that the requirements ofthe relevant

provisions of the Indiana Code are strictly construed against the taxpayer, as are other tax

exemption statutes. However, the court cautioned that such provisions should not be construed so
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inquiry in the case as whether the use of the property furthered exempt
purposes.

427

Section 6-1.1-10-1 6(a) ofthe Indiana Code stated that "a building is exempt
from property tax if it is owned, occupied and used by a person for educational,

literary, scientific, religious or charitable purposes."
428

Section 6-1.1-10- 36.3(a)

further states that "a property is predominately used during the year for one or

more ofthe above purposes if it is used or occupied more than [fifty percent] of

the time."
429 The tax court found that if this test is met, the property is entitled

to an exemption proportional to the amount of time it was used for the exempt
purposes.

430
Therefore, in order to receive the exemption, the taxpayer had to

prove that its property was predominately used for charitable purposes.
431

The tax court explained that in analyzing the test, the term charity would be

defined in its broad constitutional sense, as is applied to the use of any property

alleged to be exempt from property taxation.
432 The court also acknowledged

that the Indiana Supreme Court has analyzed an organization's time and
monetary contributions togetherwhen deciding whether or not to grant a property

tax exemption.
433

In addition, the court referred to Foursquare Tabernacle

Church of God in Christ v. State Board of Tax Commissioners™ where it

determined that "the rationale behind the exemption is that a present benefit to

the general public exists from the operation ofthe charitable institution sufficient

to justify the loss of tax revenue."
435 The tax court also observed that the

supreme court has ruled that an organization may make a small profit, yet still

retain its exempt status.
436

In this case, the tax court found that when combined with the taxpayer's

monetary donations, the property was predominately - but not solely - used for

charitable purposes.
437

Therefore, the tax court concluded that the taxpayer was
entitled to an exemption and that the ISBTC abused its discretion by failing to

grant the taxpayer a property tax exemption.
438 The court reversed the final

narrowly as to defeat or frustrate the legislature's purpose. See id. at 34.

427. See id. at 34.

428. Id.

429. Id.

430. See id; see also Ind. Code § 6- 1.1 -10-36. 3 (b)(3).

43 1

.

See Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 73 3 N.E.2d at 34; see also IND. CODE §§6-1.1-10-

16(a), 6- 1.1 -36.3(a).

432. See Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 733 N.E.2d at 34.

433. See id. at 35 (citing State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs v. Fraternal Order of Eagles, Lodge No.

255, 521 N.E.2d 678, 681 (Ind. 1988)).

434. 550 N.E.2d 850, 854 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1 990).

435. Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 733 N.E.2d at 35.

436. See id. at 35-36; see also State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs v. Indianapolis Lodge No. 1 7, Loyal

Order of Moose, Inc., 200 N.E.2d 221, 225 (Ind. 1964) (holding taxpayer entitled to exemption,

despite small profit made from dining room).

437. See Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 733 N.E.2d at 36.

438. See id
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determination ofthe ISBTC, which denied the taxpayer a property tax exemption,

and remanded the case with instructions to determine the appropriate

exemption.
439

11. New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order of Moose, Inc. v. State Board
of Tax Commissioners.

440—In New Castle Lodge No. 147, a fraternal

organization that owned a lodge building located in Henry County, Indiana,

appealed the final determination of the ISBTC denying it a property tax

exemption.
441

Specifically, New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order of Moose,
Inc. (taxpayer) requested a determination of whether or not the taxpayer's

propertywas predominately used for charitable purposes under sections 6-1.1-10-

16(a) and 6-l.l-10-36.3(a) of the Indiana Code.442
Therefore, the tax court

indicated that the pivotal question in this case was whether or not the use ofthe

property furthered exempt purposes.
443

The tax court noted that in PlainfieldElks Lodge No. 2186,
444

it held that the

taxpayer was entitled to a partial exemption, while in Alte Salems Kirche,
445

it

held that the taxpayer was entitled to a 1 00% exemption.446 The tax court noted

that as stated in both the statute and in Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186,

entitlement to an exemption depends upon whether the property is being used for

charitable purposes more than fifty percent ofthe time.
447 The tax court observed

that if this test was met, the property was entitled to an exemption in proportion

to the amount oftime it was used for charitable purposes.
448 The tax court noted

that in PlainfieldElks Lodge No. 2186, it found that the combination ofthe Elks*

monetary and in-kind donations to the local community were enough to qualify

it for a partial exemption.449

In its review ofthe case, the tax court considered Indianapolis Elks Building

Corp. v. State Board ofTax Commissioners,450 where the court of appeals held

439. See id.

440. 733 N.E.2d 36 (Ind. Tax Ct), vacated by 741 N.E.2d 1260 (Ind. 2000).

441. See id. at 38.

442. See id. The tax court found that like other tax exemption statutes, the requirements of

section 6-1.1-1 0-36.3(a) ofthe Indiana Code are strictly construed against the taxpayer. However,

the tax court cautioned that this statutory provision is not to be construed so narrowly that the

legislature's purpose in enacting it is defeated or frustrated.

443. See id. at 38-39.

444. 733 N.E.2d at 32.

445. Alte Salems Kirche, Inc. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 733 N.E.2d 40, 44 (Ind. Tax Ct.

2000).

446. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 39.

447. See id; see also IND. CODE § 6-l.l-10-36.3(a); Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 733

N.E.2d at 34.

448. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc. , 733 N.E.2d at 39; see also

Ind. Code § 6-l.l-10-36.3(b)(3).

449. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 39; see also

Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, 733 N.E.2d at 36.

450. 251 N.E.2d 673, 683 (Ind. Ct. App. 1969).
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that the taxpayer did not qualify for the exemption when only three percent of its

gross income was donated to charity.
451 The tax court also considered State

Board of Tax Commissioners v. Fraternal Order ofEagles, Lodge No. 255
,

452

where the supreme court held that a taxpayer's contributions were not enough to

entitle it to an exemption. 453 The tax court opined that the determination of an

organization's exempt status does not turn on the percentage of its gross income

used for charitable, educational or other benevolent purposes.
454

Instead, a

building's exempt status actually turns on whether or not the property was
predominately used for the above-mentioned purposes more than fifty percent of

the time.
455 The tax court also observed that the statute contemplated that a

charitable organization's property could be used for some social purposes and

still receive the exemption.
456 The tax court found that the taxpayer in this case

used its property predominately, though not solely, for charitable purposes.
457

Consequently, the tax court held that the ISBTC abused its discretion by failing

to grant the taxpayer an exemption.
458

Therefore, the tax court reversed the final

determination of the ISBTC and remanded the case to the ISBTC with

instructions to determine the appropriate exemption allowed by section 6-1.1-10-

36.3(b)(3) of the Indiana Code.
459

12. Alte Salems Kirche, Inc. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.460—In

Alte Salems Kirche, the owner of property consisting of a church building, a

mobile home, and a jbarn located in Posey County, Indiana, appealed the final

assessment determination of the ISBTC denying it a property tax exemption.
461

Alte Salems Kirche, Inc. (taxpayer) raised the issue ofwhether the taxpayer met
the "charitable purpose" requirements of sections 6- 1.1 -10- 16(a) and 6-L 1-10-

36.3(a) of the Indiana Code.
462 The tax court found that the taxpayer met the

statutory requirements and was therefore entitled to an exemption.
463

The court indicated that the church was officially non-denominational, and

45 1

.

See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc. , 733 N.E.2d at 39.

452. 521 N.E.2d 678, 681 (Ind. 1988)

453. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 39.

454. See id.

455. See id; see also Ind. CODE § 6-l.l-10-36.3(a).

456. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 40; see also

Ind. Code § 6-l.l-10-36.3(a).

457. See New Castle Lodge No. 147, Loyal Order ofMoose, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 40.

458. See id.

459. See id.

460. 733 N.E.2d 40 (Ind. Tax Ct 2000).

461. See id. at 42.

462. See id. As in Plainfield Elks Lodge No. 2186, the tax court indicated that the

requirements of section 6-l.l-10-36.3(a) are strictly construed against the taxpayer and again

cautioned that the provision was not to be construed so narrowly that the legislature's purpose in

enacting it is defeated or frustrated. See id. at 43.

463. See id. at 44.
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that people ofvarious faiths often worshiped there.
464

It further observed that for

several years the ISBTC granted the taxpayer a property tax exemption.465

However, in its final determination, the ISBTC denied the taxpayer a property tax

exemption.466

The court indicated that the pivotal inquiry was whether the use of the

property furthered exempt purposes.
467

Section 6-1.1-1 0-36.3(b)(2) of the

Indiana Code states that "if property is predominately used for religious or

charitable purposes by a church or religious society, then it is completely exempt
from taxation."

468

The ISBTC found the taxpayer's evidence of comparable properties

irrelevant to the taxpayer's case and failed to consider it an abuse ofdiscretion.469

In so holding, the court looked to its previous ruling in Foursquare Tabernacle

Church of God in Christ v. State Board of Tax Commissioners,™ where it

determined that "the rationale behind the charitable purpose exemption was that

a present benefit to the general public exists from the operation ofthe charitable

institution sufficient tojustify the loss oftax revenue."471 The tax court observed

that the Alte Salem Kirche church was available twenty-four hours a day, seven

days a week for prayer, meditation or other religious purposes and also

considered the educational and religious uses of the property.
472 The court held

that the taxpayer's church building was entitled to the property tax exemption.473

In addition to the church building, the taxpayer owned a mobile home and

bam, which were also denied exemptions by the ISBTC. The tax court indicated

that "property must be reasonably necessary for the maintenance of, and notjust

related to, the exempt purposes of the charitable organization."
474 The court

determined that the use ofthe barn for storage and uses ofthe mobile home were

reasonably necessary to the maintenance of the church, and thus, should have

been allowed property tax exemptions as well.
475

In summary, the tax court found that the taxpayer "used its property

464. See id. at 42.

465. See id.

466. See id. In a prior review of the case, the tax court found that the ISBTC failed to

consider all the evidence presented and remanded the case for further consideration. Following the

remand, the ISBTC issued its final determination affirming the ISBTC's earlier decision to deny

the exemption. See id.

467. See id. at 43.

468. Id.

469. See id.

470. 550 N.E.2d 850, 854 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1990).

471. Alte Salems Kirche, Inc., 733 N.E.2d at 44 (citing Foursquare Tabernacle Church of

God in Christ, 550 N.E.2d at 854).

472. See id.

473. See id.

474. Id. (citing St. Mary's Med. Ctr. v. State Bd. ofTax Comm'rs, 534 N.E.2d 277, 279 (Ind.

Tax Ct. 1989) affd, 571 N.E.2d 1247, 1249 (Ind. 1991)).

475. See id.
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predominately for religious, charitable and educational purposes during the

relevant tax year."
476

Consequently, the

tax court held that in denying the taxpayer a property tax exemption the ISBTC
abused its discretion.

477
Therefore, the tax court reversed the final determination

ofthe ISBTC and remanded the case with instructions to grant the taxpayer a one

hundred percent property tax exemption on its building, its mobile home, and its

barn.
478

13. Fleet Supply, Inc. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.479—Fleet

Supply, Inc. (taxpayer), the owner of a building located in Howard County,

Indiana, appealed from a final determination ofthe ISBTC to apply a forty-year

life expectancy table when calculating the physical depreciation allowed on a

building it owned.480
In this case, the tax court affirmed the ISBTC's final

determination.
481

The tax court explained that "[p]hysical depreciation is determined by the

combination of age and condition."
482 The tax court observed that based on the

construction ofa structure either a twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, or a sixty-year table

is used to depreciate the structure.
483 The tax court noted that while light

pre-engineered buildings are depreciated under the thirty-year table, all

fire-resistant buildings not listed elsewhere in the regulations are depreciated

under the forty-year table.
484

The tax court observed that the only evidence presented by the taxpayer to

establish its prima facie case consisted oftwo photographs showing the exterior

of its building, a closing statement that reflected the taxpayer's subsequent sale

ofthe building, and trial testimony from the taxpayer's representative.
485 The tax

court concluded that the photographs did not constitute probative evidence in this

case.
486

Also, the tax court indicated that the taxpayer's closing statement

reflecting a subsequent sale did not assist the taxpayer's case because Indiana

does not use market value when assessing property.
487 Observing its familiar

476. Id.

477. See id.

478. See id.

479. 740 N.E.2d 598 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

480. See id. at 599.

481. See id.

482. Id. at 600 (citing Ind. Admin. Code tit. 50, r, 2.1-5-1(1 992) (codified in present form

at id.,r. 2.2-10-7(1996))).

483. See id. (citing Ind. Admin. Code tit. 50, r. 2.1-5-1 (1992) (codified in present form at

id.,r. 2.2-10-7 (2001)).

484. See id

485. See id.

486. See id.

487. See id. at 600-01; see also Kemp v. State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs, 726 N.E.2d 395, 403

(Ind. Tax Ct. 2000) (holding Indiana does not value property based on its market value, rather the

assessed value of property is based on its reproduction cost as determined by the ISBTC's

regulations).
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maxim that each tax year stands alone, the tax court also held that the taxpayer's

evidence was faulty because it dealt with a tax year not in question.
488 The tax

court indicated that in the absence of substantiating information, the testimony

proffered by the taxpayer amounted to mere allegations that did not support the

taxpayer's case.
489

Accordingly, the tax court found that the taxpayer failed to

establish a prima facie case concerning the alleged invalidity of the taxpayer's

assessment and that the ISBTC was not required to rebut any of the taxpayer's

evidence.
490 As a result, the tax court affirmed the final determination of the

ISBTC in this case.
491

14. Quality Stores, Inc. v. State Board of Tax Commissioners.492—Quality

Stores, Inc. (taxpayer), the owner of a building located in Hamilton County,

Indiana, appealed the final determination ofthe ISBTC to apply a forty-year life

expectancy table when calculating the physical depreciation allowed on a

building it owned.493
In this case, the tax court affirmed the ISBTC 's final

determination.
494

The tax court observed that the only evidence presented by the taxpayer to

make its prima facie case consisted ofan appraisal study (study) that among other

things contained photographs showing the exterior and interior ofthe taxpayer's

building.
495 The tax court reviewed the other contents ofthe study and noted that

generally accepted appraisal techniques may be used to help determine physical

depreciation in the absence of guidance from the regulations, but when the

regulations are clear, as they were in this case, the regulations govern.
496

Also,

the tax court rejected the study because it dealt with figures that were not

relevant to the tax year at issue in this case.
497 The tax court concluded that

neither the study nor the submitted photographs constituted probative evidence

in this case.
498 The tax court also held that the testimony proffered by the

taxpayer did not help its case because it amounted to nothing more than bare

allegations that did not constitute probative evidence.
499

Therefore, the tax court

found that the taxpayer failed to establish a prima facie case concerning its

assessment and that the ISBTC was not required to rebut any of the taxpayer's

evidence.
500 As a result, the tax court affirmed the ISBTC 's final

488. See Fleet Supply, Inc., 740 N.E.2d at 601

489. See id.

490. See id.

491. See id.

492. 740 N.E.2d 939 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

493. See id. at 940.

494. See id.

495. See id. at 942.

496. See id.

497. See id.

498. See id.

499. See id. at 943.

500. See id.
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determination.
501

B. Indiana Property Taxes—Tangible Personal Property Taxes

1. Graybar Electric Co. v. State Board ofTax Commissioners. 502—Graybar

Electric Co. (taxpayer), an electric company with an office located in Lake
County, Indiana, appealed from a final determination of the ISBTC, in which it

denied the taxpayer's claim for the Enterprise Zone Business Personal Property

Tax Credit
503 (EZ Credit) based on the untimeliness of the taxpayer's

application.
504

Specifically, the taxpayer requested a determination of whether

the ISBTC possessed the authority to consider the taxpayer's application for the

EZ Credit when it was not filed timely. In this case, the tax court reversed the

ISBTC's final determination.
505

As background, the tax court explained that Lake County allows a property

tax credit for "enterprise zone inventory," which is inventory located within an

enterprise zone on the assessment date.
506 The tax court noted that the purpose

of the credit is to encourage capital investment in the enterprise zone area in

order to create jobs.
507 The tax court found that in order to obtain the credit, the

taxpayer was required to apply to both the Lake County Auditor and the

ISBTC.508 The tax court noted the additional requirement that the taxpayer

should file its application within the time period required by section 6-1.1 -20.8-2

of the Indiana Code.
509

The tax court considered whether State BoardofTax Commissioners v. New
Energy Co. ofIndiana,

510
should control the outcome of this case.

511 The tax

501 See id.

502. 723 N.E.2d 491 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

503. See Ind. CODE § 6-1.1-20.8-1 (2000).

504. See Graybar Electric Co. , 723 N.E.2d at 49 1

.

505. See id.

506. Id

507. See id

508. See id; see also IND. CODE § 6-1.1-20.8-2 (2000).

509. See Graybar Electric Co. , 723 N.E.2d at 49 1 ; see also IND. CODE § 6- 1 . 1 -20. 8-2 (2000).

(A person that timely files a personal property return under Indiana Code section 6-1 . l-3-7(a) for

an assessment year must file the application between March 1 and May 15 of that year in order to

obtain the credit in the following year. A person that obtains a filing extension under Indiana Code

section 6-1.1 -3-7(b) for an assessment year must file the application between March 1 and June 1

4

of that year in order to obtain the credit in the following year.).

510. 585 N.E.2d 38 (Ind. Ct. App. 1992).

511. See Graybar Electric Co., 723 N.E.2d at 494. In New Energy, the ISBTC relied on

section 6-1. 1-12. 1-5.5(a) of the Indiana Code when it denied an application for a deduction from

assessed valuation for new manufacturing equipment in economic revitalization area based on the

untimely filing of the application. The trial court ruled that despite the language of the statute, the

ISBTC had the authority to hear a late-filed application and remanded the case to the ISBTC for

further consideration, and the court of appeals affirmed. The tax court noted that while opinions
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court found that in Graybar, the ISBTC presented a similar argument to the one
asserted in New Energy—that section 6-1.1 -20.8-2 of the Indiana Code operates

as an implied waiver ifa credit application is filed late.
512 The tax court reasoned

that while a deduction is allowed in one instance and a credit in another, both

concepts serve to reduce a taxpayer's tax liability.
513

Therefore, the tax court

determined that the New Energy holding applied to Graybar.514

The tax court then considered whether or not the language contained in

section 6-1.1-20.8-2 of the Indiana Code created a condition precedent.
515 The

tax court compared the language ofsection 6-1.1 -20.8-2 ofthe Indiana Code with

the language in section 6-1.1-12.1-5.5 of the Indiana Code and rejected the

ISBTC's assertion that the statutory language creates a condition precedent.
516

Even though the taxpayer's EZ Credit application was filed late, the tax court

determined that the ISBTC had the authority to consider the application and that

the ISBTC should not have dismissed the application for lack ofjurisdiction.517

However, the tax court did not render a decision on the merits ofthe taxpayer's

application.
518 The tax court instructed that, on remand, the ISBTC was to

consider the merits ofthe taxpayer's application and noted that while the ISBTC
was required to consider the taxpayer's application, the tax court's decision did

not necessarily require that the ISBTC grant it.
519

In summary, the tax court

reversed the final determination ofthe ISBTC, denying the taxpayer an EZ Credit

based on the taxpayer's untimely filing of the EZ Credit application, and

remanded the case to the ISBTC.520

2. W.H. Paige & Co. v. State Board ofTax Commissioners.521—W.H. Paige

& Co. (taxpayer), engaged in the business of selling and leasing musical

instruments, challenged the final determination of the ISBTC that assessed the

taxpayer a twenty percent undervaluation penalty for failing to file the required

personal property tax returns on musical instruments it leased to its customers.
522

The sole issue presented for the tax court's consideration in this case was
whether "interpretive differences" existed between the taxpayer and the ISBTC
regarding the applicability ofpersonal property tax that precluded the imposition

and decisions of the court of appeals are not binding authority in the tax court, they can be

considered as persuasive authority. See New Energy Co., 585 N.E.2d at 40.

5 1 2. See Graybar Electric Co. , 723 N.E.2d at 494.

513. See id. at 495.

5 1 4. See id. ; see also New Energy Co. , 585 N.E.2d at 40.

515. See Graybar Electric Co., 723 N.E.2d at 494. The court explained that a condition

precedent is either a condition that must be performed before an obligation becomes binding or a

condition that must be fulfilled before the duty to perform an existing obligation arises.

5 1 6. See id.

517. See id. at 496.

518. See id.

519. See id.

520. See id.

521. 732 N.E.2d 269 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

522. See id.
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of the undervaluation penalty.
523

In this case, the tax court affirmed the final

determination of the ISBTC.524

The tax court explained that the Indiana tangible personal property tax

system is a self-assessment system and is, therefore, relies heavily on full

disclosure and accurate reporting.
525 The tax court also reviewed the language

of section 6-l.l-37-7(e) ofthe Indiana Code, which specifically provides for the

assessment of a twenty percent undervaluation penalty.
526 The tax court found

that the purpose ofthe undervaluation penalty is to ensure a complete disclosure

of all information required by the state board on the prescribed self-assessment

personal property form.
527 The tax court also found that complete disclosure

enables the township assessor, county board of review, and the ISBTC to carry

out their statutory duties of examining returns each year to determine if they

substantially comply with the rules of the ISBTC.528 On the other hand, the tax

court noted that this statutory provision was not intended to impose a penalty on

a person who makes a complete disclosure of the information required on the

assessment return form.
529 The tax court recognized that an exception to the

mandatory penalty exists only if the taxpayer has complied with all of the

requirements for claiming a deduction, an exemption, or an adjustment for

abnormal obsolescence or permanently retired equipment.
530 The tax court found

that if such deduction, exemption, or adjustment is denied, the "increase in

assessed value that results from [the] denial of the deduction, exemption or

adjustment" is not considered to be an undervaluation, rather it is considered to

be an "interpretive difference" not subject to the penalty.
531 However, the tax

court held that all other amounts "not fully disclosed through omission or

undervaluation ... are subject to the twenty percent penalty."
532 The court

further explained that the term "interpretive difference," as defined in the

regulations, does not mean any disagreement or misunderstanding between the

taxpayer and the ISBTC.533
Instead, the tax court found that the regulations limit

523. Id. The tax court previously reviewed the undisputed facts of this case and found that

the lease agreements, which the taxpayer entered into under its monthly rent-to-own program, did

not grant the taxpayer a security interest in the musical instruments. The tax court held that the

taxpayer was liable for the tangible personal property tax on the musical instruments because the

taxpayer remained owner ofthe musical instruments for purposes ofimposing the tangible personal

property tax and because the taxpayer's leases were terminable at will by the lessee.

524. See id.

525. See id. at 270.

526. See id. at 27'1.

527. See id. ; see also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 4.2-2- 1 0(d) (2000).

528. See W.H. Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d 269.

529. See id.

530. See id; see also Ind. CODE § 6-1 . l-37-7(e) (2000).

531. W.H. Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 271-72. See also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 4.2-2-

10(d) (2000).

532. W.H. Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272.

533. See id.', see also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 4.2-2-10(d) (2000).
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the situations in which the term "interpretive difference" applies.
534

The tax court observed that in Rogers v. State Board of Tax
Commissioners,535

it ruled that the ISBTC improperly imposed the

undervaluation penalty on the taxpayer because the taxpayer's undervaluation

resulted from "interpretive differences" concerning a personal property tax

adjustment.
536 Moreover, the tax court stated that the "increase in assessed value

resulting from the state board's denial of the adjustment is not subject to

penalty."
537

Similarly, the tax court referred to Monarch Steel Co. v. State Board

ofTax Commissioners,
53 * where it held that the nature and length ofthe litigation

concerning the applicability of the interstate commerce exemption for business

personal property assessments established "interpretive differences" that

precluded imposition ofthe penalty against the taxpayer for undervaluation of its

inventory.
539 The tax court found that unlike the taxpayers in Rogers and

Monarch Steel, the taxpayer in W.H. Paige & Co. did not comply with the

requirements of section 6-l.l-37-7(e) of the Indiana Code and rule 4.2-2- 10(c)

of title 50 of the Indiana Administrative Code.
540

The tax court determined that the taxpayer misunderstood the taxpayer's

agreements to be sales with security interests instead of leases and consequently

omitted the musical instruments that it leased from its personal property tax

return resulting in an undervaluation that exceeded five percent ofthe value that

should have been reported on the return.
541 The tax court indicated that this

situation did not fall within the statutory exceptions to the mandatory

undervaluation penalty and it was not considered to be an "interpretive

difference."
542

Therefore, the tax court held that section 6-l.l-37-7(e) of the

Indiana Code was triggered and that the twenty percent undervaluation penalty

must be applied.
543

C. Indiana Gross Income Tax

1. Uniden American Corp. v. Department of State Revenue. 544—Uniden

American Corp. (taxpayer) appealed the final determination of the IDSR that

partially denied the taxpayer's protest of the IDSR's proposed assessment of

534. See W.H. Paige & Co. , 732 N.E.2d at 272, see also IND. ADMIN. CODE tit. 50, r. 4.2-2-

10(d) (2000).

535. 565 N.E.2d 398, 400 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1991).

536. See W.H. Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272; see also Rogers, 565 N.E.2d at 403.

537. See W.H Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272.

538. 611 N.E.2d 708, 710 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1993).

539. See W.H Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272; see also Monarch Steel, 61 1 N.E.2d at 71 5.

540. See W.H. Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272.

541. See id.

542. See id. ; see also Ind. ADMIN. Code, tit. 50, r. 4.2-2-10 (2000).

543. See W.H Paige & Co., 732 N.E.2d at 272-73.

544. 718N.E.2d821 (Ind. TaxCt. 1999)
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Indiana gross income tax.
545 The sole issue considered by the tax court was

whether certain interstate sales of the taxpayer's products were subject to the

Indiana gross income tax.
546

The tax court observed that although the taxpayer was incorporated under the

laws of Indiana and filed Indiana corporate income tax returns for the relevant

taxable years, the taxpayer's commercial domicile was in Texas.
547 The taxpayer

engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of consumer and commercial

electronic products such as cellular telephones, pagers, two-way radios, cordless

telephones and marine radios.

The tax court found that the taxpayer shipped the taxpayer's products from

locations outside of Indiana to in-state customers (Indiana destination sales).
548

The tax court noted that the standard sales terms between the taxpayer and its

customers with respect to the Indiana destination sales provided for delivery

F.O.B. the taxpayer's warehouse, with title and risk of loss passing to the buyer

upon delivery by the taxpayer to the carrier.
549 The tax court held that "these

sales did not originate from, were not channeled through, and were not otherwise

associated with or facilitated by any Indiana situs of the taxpayer."
550

The tax court observed that section 6-2.1-l-2(a)(l) of the Indiana Code
defines "[g]ross income" in part as "all the gross receipts a taxpayer receives .

.

. from trades, businesses, or commerce."551 However, the tax court noted that

section 6-2.1-l-2(c)(6) of the Indiana Code provides the following exclusion

from the definition of gross income:

(c) [t]he term "gross income" does not include: ... (6) gross receipts

received by corporations incorporated under the laws of Indiana from a

trade or business situated and regularly carried on at a legal situs outside

Indiana or from activities incident to such trade or business (including

the disposal ofcapital assets or other properties which were acquired and

used in such trade or business).
552

The tax court noted that as applied to a taxpayer, the term "receipts" is defined

as "the gross income in cash notes, credits, or other property that was received

by the taxpayer or a third party for the taxpayer's benefit."
553 The tax court

explained that Indiana imposes a gross income tax pursuant to section 6-2.1-2-2

ofthe Indiana Code, upon the receipt of: (1) the entire taxable gross income of

a taxpayer who is a resident or a domiciliary of Indiana; and (2) the taxable

income derived from activities or businesses or any other sources within Indiana

545. See id. at 822-23.

546. See id. at 823.

547. See id.

548. See id.

549. See id.

550. Id.

551. Id. at 824. See also Ind. Code § 6-2.1 -l-2(a)(l).

552. UnidenAm. Corp., 718N.E.2d at 821. See also Ind. Code § 6-2. 1-1 -2(c)(6).

553. UnidenAm. Corp., 718N.E.2d at 821. See also Ind. CODE § 6-2.1-1-10.
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by a taxpayer who is not a resident or a domiciliary of Indiana.
554 The tax court

further explained that a taxpayer's "taxable gross income" includes all gross

income not exempted, less all permitted deductions.
555

The taxpayer contended that the plain language of section 6-2. 1- 1 -2(c)(6) of
the Indiana Code prohibited the imposition of the gross income tax upon the

Indiana destination sales.
556 The tax court indicated that if the language of the

relevant statutory text was ambiguous, then the tax courtwould resolve all doubts

in favor ofthe taxpayer.557 The tax court then reviewed the statute and found that

a plain and ordinary reading of section 6-2. 1-1 -2(c)(6) of the Indiana Code
suggests that the taxpayer's income from the Indiana destination sales is not

subject to the gross income tax.
558 The tax court opined that the crucial inquiry

in its determination was whether or not the gross receipts received by the

taxpayer from the Indiana destination sales were derived from a trade or business

situated and regularly carried on at a legal situs outside Indiana.
559 The tax court

determined that the taxpayer's income from the Indiana destination sales was
derived from trade or business activities taking place and carried on at a legal

situs beyond Indiana's borders.
560 The tax court found that under section 6-2. 1 - 1 -

2(c)(6), nontaxable gross receipts include those from a trade or business situated

and regularly carried on at a legal situs outside Indiana or from activities incident

to such trade or business, and that this statute does not require that the gross

receipts qualifying for the exclusion be received from sources outside Indiana.
561

The tax court concluded that the statutory language effectively ignored the

"source" of a resident Indiana corporation's gross receipts.
562

The tax court looked to Indiana-Kentucky Electric Corp. v. Department of
State Revenue™ where the tax court interpreted the meaning of the term

"sources" as the term is used in section 6-2. 1 -2-2(a)(2) ofthe Indiana Code. The
tax court noted that it had explicitly established a three-part test for determining

whether or not income is derived from an Indiana source (tax situs):

[T]he court must: ( 1 ) isolate the transaction giving rise to the income, the

critical transaction; (2) determine whether [the out-of-state taxpayer] has

a physical presence in the taxing state or has significant business

activities within the taxing state, a "business situs;" and, (3) determine

whether the Indiana activities are related to the critical transaction and

are more than minimal, not remote or incidental to the total transaction,

554. See Uniden Am. Corp.,718 N.E.2d at 82 1 . See also IND. CODE § 6-2. 1 -2-2.

555. Uniden Am. Corp., 718 N.E.2d at 821. See also IND. CODE § 6-2.1-1-13.

556. See Uniden Am. Corp., 718 N.E.2d at 821.

557. See id. at 825.

558. See id.

559. See id

560. See id

561. See id. at 826.

562. See id at 826-27.

563. 598 N.E.2d 647, 663 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1 992).
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«+-»., „:*..„ »>564
the "tax situs.

The tax court found that the term sources, as used in section 6-2. l-2-2(a)(2), was
intentionally retained by the legislature in the recodified gross income tax

imposition statute and its meaning had been refined by the tax court.
565

The tax court concluded that the IDSR's interpretation of section 6-2.1-1-

2(c)(6) would result in dissimilar applications of the same concept (the sources

of gross receipts) in two related gross income tax statutes.
566 Because the tax

court endeavors to construe statutes to prevent absurd results it found that section

6-2. l-l-2(c)(6) ofthe Indiana Code excludes the gross receipts generated by the

taxpayer's Indiana destination sales from the definition of gross income.
567

In sum, the tax court held that the IDSR erroneously subjected the taxpayer's

gross receipts from its Indiana destination sales to Indiana's gross income tax.
568

Therefore, the tax court reversed the final determination of the IDSR.569

2. Policy Management Systems Corp. v. Department ofState Revenue570—In

Policy Management Systems Corp., a corporate taxpayer challenged the final

determination ofthe IDSR finding that the taxpayer owed Indiana gross income

tax.
571

In this case, Policy Management Systems Corp. (taxpayer) requested that

the tax court determine whether the money the taxpayer receives from customers,

as reimbursements for advances the taxpayer makes on behalf of its customers

to various state agencies in order to obtain motor vehicle reports (MVRs),572
is

subject to Indiana's gross income tax.
573

In sum, the tax court held that this form

of taxpayer income, reimbursements for advances to third parties on behalf of

customers, is not subject to Indiana's gross income tax.
574 The tax court

remanded the case to the IDSR with instructions to sustain the taxpayer's protest

on this issue.
575

The tax court indicated that "although the taxpayer was incorporated under

the laws of South Carolina and maintained its principle [sic] offices in South

Carolina," the taxpayer also maintained a service bureau in Indiana during the

564. Uniden Am. Corp., 718 N.E.2d at 828 (quoting Indiana-Kentucky Elec. Corp., 598

N.E.2d at 663).

565. See id. at 828.

566. See id.

567. See id.

568. See id. at 828-29.

569. See id. at 829.

570. 720 N.E.2d 20 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1999).

571. See id. at 21.

572. An MVR is "a confidential history of accidents, operating violations and other

information maintained by a state government agency for each individual licensed as a motor

vehicle operator by that agency." Id. at 21-22.

573

.

See id. ; see also Ind. Code 6-2. 1 -2-2 (200 1 ) (defining gross income tax).

574. See Policy Management, 720 N.E.2d at 27.

575. See id.
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relevant tax years.
576 One of the taxpayer's services included retrieving MVRs

and transmitting them to its customers. The tax court noted that the taxpayer's

customers pay a fixed fee for each MVR obtained by the taxpayer. The
taxpayer's customers also agree to reimburse the taxpayer the cost ofassessments

by government agencies incurred while retrieving the information.
577

With respect to the imposition ofIndiana's gross income tax, "the taxpayer's

beneficial interest in income is central to the receipt of gross income."578 The
taxpayer asserted that it was the agent for its customers, the purported principals,

in processing MVRs.579 The tax court noted that, "[reimbursements to an agent

for amounts advanced or paid to third parties substantively represent 'pass

throughs' of income and therefore are not taxable to the agent."
580 The tax court

then contrasted the agency concept with its observation that reimbursements of

a taxpayer's own expenses are receipts of gross income to the taxpayer.
581 The

tax court also found that the IDSR's regulations recognize the non-taxability of

an agent's receipts.
582

Because the taxpayer had the burden to prove that the reimbursements were
not subject to Indiana's gross income tax, the tax court determined that in order

to prevail, the taxpayer must first demonstrate that it acted as an agent for its

customers in processing MVRs and then show that it received the

reimbursements as payment for advances to third parties on behalf of

customers.
583 The tax court determined that "a party claiming the existence of

an agency relationship must prove the following three elements: '(1) a

manifestation of consent by the principal to the agent, (2) an acceptance of the

authority by the agent, and (3) control exerted by the principal over the

agent.'"
584

In this case, the tax court concluded that the first two elements ofthe above

test were met because the signatures of representatives from both the taxpayer

and its customers on the processing agreements represented both the consent of

individual customers to the taxpayer's agency status and the taxpayer's

acceptance of the agency relationship.
585 However, the tax court found that

whether the customer-principal exerted sufficient control over the taxpayer-agent

to create an agency relationship was in dispute.
586 The tax court found that while

the principal's control need not be complete, "the principal's control cannot

576. Mat 21.

577. See id.

578. Id. at 23 (citation omitted). See also Ind. CODE § 6-2.1-2-2 (2001).

579. See Policy Management, 720 N.E.2d at 23.

580. Id. (citation omitted).

581. See id.

582. See id. ; see also Ind. Admin. Code tit. 45, r. 1-1-54 (2001 ).

583. See Policy Management, 720 N.E.2d at 23.

584. Id. (citation omitted).

585. See id. at 24.

586. See id.
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simply consist of the right to dictate the accomplishment of a desired result."
587

The tax court reviewed the contract terms in this case and determined that the

taxpayer's customers had the right to dictate several aspects the retrieval

process.
588

In addition, the taxpayer lacked any flexibility to control the

disposition of the MVRs once retrieved.
589 The tax court also noted that the

taxpayer could only retrieve the requested information with its own system,

unless customers agreed to an alternate method.590 The tax court focused on the

fact that the taxpayer's customers retained the power to exercise these rights.
591

The tax court also found that it would be inefficient for the taxpayer to

require its customers to pay state agencies directly for MVR requests because of

the high volume of requests.
592 The tax court opined that while the Indiana

"gross income tax is applicable regardless of any profit being involved ... the

lack of a profit, when considered together with the efficiency" promoted by the

taxpayer's fee arrangement with customers and its billing methods, supported the

taxpayer's claim that it was acting as an agent when retrieving requested MVRs
for customers.

593

The tax court first determined that the taxpayer acted as the agent for its

customers, with respect to the processing of the MVR requests, and next

considered whether the reimbursements were truly advances by the taxpayer to

third parties on behalfofthe taxpayer's customers.
594 The tax court reviewed the

relevant contract terms, as well as the conduct ofthe taxpayer and its customers,

and concluded that the plain language of the contracts indicated that the

reimbursements represented "pass throughs" of income.
595 The tax court

reasoned that the payments were reimbursements for the taxpayer's advances to

various government agencies and not for the taxpayer's own operating

expenses.
596 Moreover, the tax court found that the taxpayer lacked a beneficial

interest in the reimbursements.597
Therefore, the tax court concluded that the

taxpayer met its burden to show that its income from agency reimbursements was
not subject to the Indiana gross income tax.

598

587. Id.

588. See id. at 25.

589. See id.

590. See id.

591. See id.

592. See id. at 26.

593. Id. (citation omitted)

594. See id.

595. See id. at 26-27.

596. See id. at 27.

597. See id.

598. See id.
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D. Indiana Adjusted Gross Income Tax

I. Wabash, Inc. v. Department of State Revenue.599—Wabash, Inc.

(taxpayer), a manufacturing corporation, appealed from a final determination of
the IDSR finding that it erroneously included the taxpayer's parent company,
Kearney-National Inc. (KN), on the taxpayer's consolidated tax return.

600

Additionally, the IDSR raised the issue of whether the apportionment method
used by the taxpayer to calculate its taxes was correct.

601 The tax court found in

favor of the taxpayer on both issues.
602

The tax court found that the taxpayer is a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Kearney-National Holdings II (KNH II), a Delaware corporation doing business

in Indiana.
603 KNH II is likewise a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kearney-

National Holdings (KNH), a Delaware holding company of KN that lacked

Indiana connections. Both companies were housed under the corporate umbrella

ofKN, which was headquartered in New York. KN considered the acquisition

of the Coto Corporation (Goto), and after completing an acquisition study to

examine the benefits that Coto could bring to KN, KN acquired Coto. After the

merger, all ofthe taxpayer's operations moved to Coto's plant located in Rhode
Island. Thereafter, the taxpayer filed its Indiana adjusted gross income and its

supplemental net income tax returns as a consolidated return, listing the taxpayer,

KNH II, KNH and KN as corporations. The IDSR determined that KN was
erroneously included in the taxpayer's tax return.

604

The tax court commenced its discussion of this case by addressing the

inclusion ofKN on the taxpayer's return. Because the tax court found that KN's
activities rose above mere solicitation,

605 KN did business in Indiana,
606 KN

generated two million dollars worth of sales attributable to Indiana, and KN had

Indiana-sourced income,
607

the tax court concluded that KN was properly

included in the taxpayer's return under section 6-3-4-14 of the Indiana Code.608

Next, the tax court considered whether the apportionment formula used by

the taxpayer to calculate its taxes was correct. The tax court found that because

the IDSR raised this issue, it had the burden of proving that the taxpayer's

Indiana income did not fairly reflect Indiana-sourced income.
609 As background,

the tax court explained that in section 6-3-2-2(b) of the Indiana Code, the

standard apportionment formula multiplies a company's business income by the

599. 729 N.E.2d 620 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

600. See id. at 621.

601. See id.

602. See id.

603. See id.

604. See id. at 621-22.

605. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 381-384 (2000).

606. See Ind. Admin. Code tit. 45, r. 3.1-1-38(7) (2001).

607. See IND. CODE § 6-3-2-2 (200 1
).

608. See Wabash, Inc., 729 N.E.2d at 624; see also IND. CODE § 6-3-4-14 (2000).

609. See Wabash, Inc. , 729 N.E.2d at 624.
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total of its property, payroll and sales factors divided by three to determine the

tax (standard formula).
610 The tax court found that if the stated method fails to

fairly represent Indiana-sourced income, the regulations also authorize the IDSR
or a taxpayer (upon obtaining a ruling from the IDSR) to use another method that

produces a more equitable allocation and apportionment of a taxpayer's

income.611

The tax court observed that previous rulings of the United States Supreme
Court, the IDSR and the tax court have recognized that the standard method is the

method often used by related corporations to compute their state income taxes.
612

For example, in Container Corp. ofAmerica v. Franchise Tax Board,612
the

United States Supreme Court "not only affirmed the standard formula but also

stated that it has become a benchmark against which other apportionment

formulas are judged."
614 The Supreme Court further found that "the standard

formula gained wide approval because the property, payroll and sales factors

reflect a large share ofthe activities by which value is generated."
615

Therefore,

the tax court concluded that the standard formula could be used unless the IDSR
proved that the income attributed to Indiana from using that formula was out of

proportion to the amount of business transacted in Indiana.
616

The tax court observed that the IDSR has acknowledged that the standard

formula is the most accepted and recognized method ofcomputing a company's

taxes.
617 The tax court reasoned that it should give great weight to the IDSR's

longstanding interpretation of its own regulation unless that interpretation would

be inconsistent with the regulation itself.
618 The tax court found that the IDSR

has also reiterated its preference for the standard method in a series of revenue

rulings where the taxpayer sought to use the stacked method.619

6 1 0. See id. at 625; see also IND. CODE § 6-3-2-2(b) (200 1 ); Ind. ADMIN. Code, tit. 45, r. 3 . 1 -

1-39(1988).

611. See Wabash, Inc. , 729 N.E.2d at 625.

612. See id.

613. 463 U.S. 159(1983).

614. Wabash, Inc., 729 N.E.2d at 625.

615. Id. See also Container Corp. ofAm., 463 U.S. at 183.

616. See Wabash, Inc., 729 N.E.2d at 626.

617. See id. at 625; see also Ind. Admin. Code, tit. 45, r. 3.1-1-37,-45 (2001) (stating that

the IDSR will depart from the standard formula only if the use of such formula works a hardship

or injustice upon the taxpayer, results in an arbitrary division of income, or in other respects does

not fairly attribute income to Indiana).

6 1 8. See Wabash, Inc. , 729 N.E.2d at 626.

619. See id; see also Rul. 81-4381 GIT (May 29, 1981) ("The Indiana Department of

Revenue has consistently required that a consolidated return use a combined three-factor

apportionment formula as the fairest method of reflecting the income derived from Indiana

sources."); Rul. 84-6943 ITC (October 3, 1 986) ("The basic premise behind a consolidated income

tax return is that the group is treated as a single corporation .... [A] combined three-factor

formula is employed to fairly reflect the income derived from Indiana sources."); Rul. 90-01 14 ITC

(November 13, 1990) ("The Indiana Department of Revenue forms [ ] do not provide for the
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In this case, the tax court held that the IDSR failed to show how the standard

formula employed by the taxpayer unfairly reflected the taxpayer's Indiana-

sourced income and that it was appropriate for the taxpayer to use the standard

formula.
620

2. Rockland R. Snyder v. Department of State Revenue.621—In Snyder, an

individual taxpayer appealed the IDSR's denial of his protest challenging the

constitutionality of Indiana's adjusted gross income tax on his wages.622
In this

case, the tax court addressed whether wages are income for the purpose of
calculating Indiana's adjusted gross income tax.

623

Rockland R. Synder (taxpayer), an Indiana resident, filed Indiana individual

income tax returns, in which he acknowledged having received wages, but

declared that his wages did not constitute income. In addition, the taxpayer

claimed refunds for all state income taxes withheld by his employer during the

relevant tax years. The IDSR subsequently assessed the taxpayer for each year's

unpaid adjusted gross income taxes.
624

In evaluating Snyder, the tax court reviewed Rickey v. Department ofState

Revenue,625
in which the tax court held that "[t]he constitutional legitimacy ofthe

general assembly's decision to tax income is beyond dispute. The right to tax is

a crucial attribute ofsovereignty."626 The tax court also observed that article IX,

section 8 ofthe Indiana Constitution provides: "The general assembly may levy

and collect a tax upon income, from whatever source derived, at such rates, in

such manner, and with such exemptions as may be prescribed by law."
627 The tax

court held that pursuant to the Adjusted Gross Income Tax Act of 1963 (Act),
628

the General Assembly has imposed an adjusted gross income tax.
629 The tax

court found that the Act adopts the definition of "adjusted gross income" as the

term applies to all individuals, from section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code,
630

with certain modifications,
63
'and the Act adopts the definition of"gross income"

from section 61(a) of the Internal Revenue Code.
632

calculation of income as described by the taxpayer. . . . There are no provisions for separate

calculations with a single consolidation to determine Indiana taxable income.").

620. See Wabash, Inc. , 729 N.E.2d at 626.

621

.

723 N.E.2d 487 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000)

622. See id.

623. See id.

624. See id.

625. 634 N.E.2d 1375, 1376 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1994).

626. Snyder, 723 N.E.2d at 488 (quoting Rickey, 634 N.E.2d at 1 376 (citing McCulloch v.

Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat) 316 (1819))).

627. Snyder, 723 N.E.2d at 488 (citing IND. CONST, art. IX, § 8).

628. See IND. CODE § 6-3- 1 - 1

.

629. See Snyder, 723 N.E,2d at 488; see also IND. CODE § 6-3-2-1 (2000).

630. See 26 U.S.C. § 62 (2001).

63 1

.

See Snyder, 723 N.E.2d at 488; see also Ind. CODE § 6-3-1 -3.5(a) (2001).

632. See Snyder, 723 N.E.2d at 489; see also 26 U.S.C. § 6 1 (a) (2000); IND. CODE § 6-3- 1 -8

(2001).
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Given the Internal Revenue Code's definitions for both adjusted gross

income and gross income; the common definition ofthe terms; an overwhelming

body of case law by the United States Supreme Court and the federal circuit

courts; and, the tax court's opinions and decisions, the tax court concluded that

wages are income for the purpose ofcomputing Indiana's adjusted gross income

tax.
633 Consequently, the tax court found that, as a matter of law, the taxpayer's

wages were subject to Indiana's adjusted gross income tax and affirmed the final

determination of the IDSR.634

E. Indiana Gross Retail and Use Taxes

In Carroll County Rural Electric Membership Corp. v. State Board of Tax

Commissioners,635
an Indiana rural electric membership corporation challenged

the IDSR's final determination granting the taxpayer's protest for certain prior

tax years but finding that the taxpayer's publication would be subject to the

Indiana gross retail (sales) and use taxes prospectively.
636

In this case, the IDSR
asked the tax court to determine whether the tax court had jurisdiction to hear a

taxpayer's appeal from a final determination where the IDSR sustained the

taxpayer's protest but determined that the taxpayer's future purchases would not

be exempt from the Indiana sales and use taxes.
637

Each month, Carroll County Rural Electric Membership Corporation

(taxpayer) purchased a publication and distributed the publication to all of its

members. The IDSR determined that the subject publication failed to meet all

of the regulatory requirements to be considered a newspaper and that

consequently, future purchases and use of the publication would no longer be

exempt from the sales tax.
638

The tax court reviewed fundamental principles ofsubject matterjurisdiction

and found that every action has threejurisdictional elements: jurisdiction ofthe

subject matter; jurisdiction of the person; and, jurisdiction of the particular

case.
639 The tax court found that the general scope of authority conferred upon

the tax court is governed by section 33-3-5-2(a)(l) ofthe Indiana Code.640 The
tax court noted that this statutory provision provides that the tax court is a court

of limited jurisdiction, having "exclusive jurisdiction over any case that arises

under the tax laws of [Indiana] and that is an initial appeal of a final

determination" made by the IDSR.641 The tax court concluded that because the

taxpayer challenged the IDSR's assessment and collection ofIndiana's sales and

633. See Snyder, 723 N.E.2d at 491

.

634. See id.

635. 733 N.E.2d 44 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

636. See id. at 46.

637. See id.

638. See id. ; see also IND. CODE § 6-2.5-5- 1 7 (2000) (newspaper exemption).

639. See Carroll County, 733 N.E.2d at 47.

640. See id. ; see also IND. CODE § 33-3-5-2(a)( 1 ) (200 1 ).

641

.

Carroll County, 733 N.E.2d at 47 (quoting IND. CODE § 33-3-5-2(a)(l ) (2001)).
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use taxes and because the taxpayer appealed from a final determination issued by
the IDSR, the taxpayer's appeal fell within the jurisdiction of the tax court.

642

Next, the tax court addressed the ripeness issue raised by the IDSR. The tax

court observed that when ruling upon a ripeness challenge, it must consider both

the fitness of the issues for judicial decision and any hardship imposed on the

parties by withholding court consideration.
643

In this case, the tax court found a

sufficient factual basis for the taxpayer' s challenge: whether or not the taxpayer'

s

publication qualified as a newspaper.644
Consequently, the tax court concluded

that the substantive issue in the case was fit for judicial decision.
645

Next, the tax court considered the IDSR's allegation that the taxpayer failed

to state a claim upon which relief could be granted.
646 The tax court noted that

"jurisdiction over the particular case refers to the right, authority, and power to

hear and determine a specific case within the class of cases over which a court

has subject matter jurisdiction."
647 The tax court determined that the taxpayer

had completed the statutory requirements to bring this appeal.
648

In summary, the

tax court found that the IDSR failed to demonstrate that the tax court lacked

jurisdiction over this particular case and denied the IDSR's motion to dismiss.
649

F. Indiana Inheritance Taxes

In Department of State Revenue, Inheritance Tax Division v. Estate of
Riggs,

650
the Inheritance Tax Division of the IDSR appealed a probate court's

order denying the IDSR's petition to redetermine the inheritance taxes owed by
the transferees of real and personal property owned by Robert E. Riggs

(decedent).
651 The sole issue presented for the tax court's consideration in this

case was whether the transferees of a decedent who died prior to the effective

date ofan amendment increasing an exemption to the state's inheritance tax were

entitled to the increased exemption.
652 The tax court reversed the probate court's

decision and remanded the case with instructions to grant the IDSR's request for

a redetermination of the inheritance taxes owed by the transferees.
653

The decedent died testate while residing in Henry County, Indiana. The
decedent's last will and testament bequeathed or devised his entire estate to his

642. See id.

643. See id. at 48.

644. See id. at 49.

645. See id

646. See id at 49-50; see also IND. TR. 12(B)(6) (2001).

647. Carroll County, 733 N.E.2d at 50 (quoting Adler v. Adler, 713 N.E.2d 348, 352 (Ind.

Ct. App. 1999) (citation omitted)).

648. See id; see also Ind. CODE § 33-3-5-1 1(a) (2001).

649. See Carroll County, 733 N.E.2d at 50.

650. 735 N.E.2d 340 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

651. See id at 341-42.

652. See id. at 342.

653. See id. at 347.
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three children (transferees). After opening the decedent's estate (estate), the

estate petitioned the probate court seeking a determination as to whether the

transferees were entitled to the one hundred thousand dollar exemption provided

for by section 6-4.1-3-10 of the Indiana Code.654 The probate court entered an

order allowing the requested exemption.
655 The IDSR then filed a petition,

pursuant to section 6-4.1-7-1 of the Indiana Code, requesting that the probate

court grant a rehearing for the purpose of redetermining the amount of

inheritance tax due.
656 The probate court conducted a rehearing and later entered

an order denying the IDSR's petition.
657

The tax court explained that at the time of the decedent's death, Indiana's

inheritance tax statutes imposed a tax on the privilege of succeeding to certain

property rights ofdeceased persons.
658 The tax court noted that the inheritance

tax is imposed on the transfer of ownership of the property as opposed to being

imposed on the property itself.
659

In addition, the tax court observed that the

inheritance tax is a lien on the property transferred by the decedent, whereby

generally, the tax accrues and the lien attaches at the time of the decedent's

death.
660 The tax court found that the Indiana inheritance tax statutes are based

upon the ownership theory, which has two requirements for imposition ofthe tax:

(1) a transfer from a decedent, (2) of an interest in property that the decedent

owned at death.
661

The tax court explained that the General Assembly has provided for various

exemptions to the inheritance tax, including the one at issue in this case.
662 The

tax court noted that the amended exemption provided that the "first one hundred

thousand dollars ($100,000) of property interests transferred to a Class A
transferee under a taxable transfer or transfers is exempt from the inheritance

tax."
663 However, at the time ofthe decedent's death, adult children were entitled

to a five thousand dollar exemption.
664 The tax court observed that while the

General Assembly subsequently enacted legislation increasing the exemption, the

legislation was silent with respect to whether the amended exemption was
effective for transfers of decedents dying before its effective date.

665 However,

654. See id. ; see also IND. CODE §6-4.1-3-10 (2000).

655. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 342.

656. See id. ; see also Ind. CODE § 6-4. 1 -7- 1 (2000).

657. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 342.

658. See id; see also IND. CODE §§ 6-4.1-2-1 to -4.1-2-7 (2000).

659. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 342.

660. See id ; see also IND. CODE § 6-4. 1 -8- 1 (2000).

66 1

.

See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 343.

662. See id; see also IND. CODE §§ 6-4.1-3-1 to -4.1-3-12 (2000).

663. Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 343 (quoting IND. CODE § 6-4. 1-3-10 (2000)).

664. See id. The Indiana Code provided that the "first five thousand dollars ($5,000) of

property interests which a transferor transfers to each ofhis children, who is at least twenty-one (21)

years ofage at the time ofthe transferor's death, under a taxable transfer or transfers is exempt from

the inheritance tax." Ind.Code § 6-4.1-3-9.5 (2000) repealed by P.L. 254-1997(ss), § 37.

665. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 343; see also P.L. 254-1997(ss), § 9.
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the tax court concluded that there was no need to interpret the exemption,

because it was neither unclear nor ambiguous.666 The tax court observed that in

both its current and pre-amendment forms, the exemption clearly was applicable

at the time property interests were "transferred . . . under a taxable transfer or

transfers."
667

Therefore, the tax court determined that for purposes of applying

the exemption, the pivotal finding for the probate court was the time of transfer

ofthe decedent's assets.
668 The tax court held that ifthe transfer ofproperty took

place before the effective date of the amended exemption, then only the pre-

amendment amount was available to the transferees.
669

The tax court explained that in Indiana, a decedent's death marks the point

when his property transfers to his beneficiaries.
670 The tax court found that

section 29-1-7-23 of the Indiana Code provides that "[w]hen a person dies, his

real and personal property[ ] passes to persons to whom it is devised by his last

will . . . ; but it shall be subject to the possession of the personal

representative."
671

Therefore, because the decedent's assets were transferred

under the pre-amendment exemption amount, that amount is all that the

beneficiaries could claim.
672

The tax court rejected the estate's argument that the General Assembly
intended to apply the amended exemption retroactively.

673 The tax court noted

that Indiana jurisprudence does not favor retroactive application of statutes and

amendments.674 However, the tax court noted that exceptions to the general rule

exist and that retroactive application may be permitted where the new legislation

only changes a mode of procedure or where a statute is remedial.
675 The court

found that to decide whether a statute is remedial, the tax court will examine,

among other things, the alleged defect or mischief that a statute or amendment
seeks to cure.

676 The tax court reviewed the amended exemption and determined

that it should only be applied prospectively, as it was neither procedural nor

remedial in nature.
677 Moreover, the tax court found no evidence suggesting that

the General Assembly intended to make the exemption's amendment
retroactive.

678 The tax court also refused the estate's argument that the General

Assembly's silence was an expression of its intention to apply the amendment to

666. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 343.

667. Id See also IND. CODE § 6-4.1-3-10 (2000).

668. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 343.

669. See id.

670. See id

671

.

Id at 343-44. See also IND. CODE § 29-1-7-23 (2000).

672. See Riggs, 735 N.E.2d at 344.

673. See id

674. See id

675. See id

676. See id.

677. See id at 345.

678. See id.
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the exemption retroactively.
679 The tax court found that the estate failed to

demonstrate a strong and compelling reason to apply the amendment
retroactively.

680
Therefore, the tax court declined to apply the amended

exemption retroactively.
681

In sum, the tax court ruled that because the decedent died approximately

seven months before the effective date of the amendment increasing the

exemption's value, the increased exemption amount was not available to the

transferees in determining their inheritance taxes.
682 The tax court also found that

the probate court erred in denying the IDSR's request for a redetermination ofthe

inheritance taxes.
683 As a result, the tax court reversed the decision of the

probate court and remanded the case to the probate court with instructions to

redetermine the inheritance taxes owed by the transferees.
684

G. Indiana Controlled Substance Excise Tax

J. Hurst v. Department of State Revenue685—In Hurst, an individual

taxpayer challenged the IDSR's finding that the taxpayer owed controlled

substance excise tax (CSET).686
In this case, Gary G. Hurst (taxpayer) raised two

issues for the tax court's review.
687

First, the taxpayer asked the tax court to

determine whether or not he possessed or received delivery of a substance

alleged to be marijuana so as to place him within the purview of the CSET
statute.

688
Second, he requested a finding ofwhether the substance was actually

marijuana.
689

In this case, the tax court reversed theCSET assessment against the

taxpayer.
690

In Hurst, the taxpayer was charged with the crime of conspiracy to deal

marijuana in an amount greater than ten pounds.
691 The IDSR subsequently filed

a jeopardy finding and a jeopardy assessment notice and demand against the

679. See id at 346.

680. See id

681. See id

682. See id at 346-47.

683. See id at 347.

684. See id.

685. 721 N.E.2d 370 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1999).

686. See id. at 371.

687. See id

688. See id. ; see also IND. CODE § 6-7-3-5 (2000).

689. See Hurst, 72 1 N.E.2d at 371

.

690. See id at 376.

691. See id. at 372; see also Ind. CODE § 35-48-4-10 (a)(1)(D) (2000). This charge was

ultimately dismissed by the state. The taxpayer eventually pled guilty to the charge of possession

ofmarijuana (under 30 grams), a class A misdemeanor, which was based on the discovery ofa small

amount of marijuana inside the taxpayer's home after the State Police performed a search. The

subject CSET assessment did not include the marijuana that was found in the taxpayer's home. See

Hurst, 721 N.E.2d at 372; see also Ind. CODE § 35-48-4-1 1(1) (2000).
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taxpayer alleging that the taxpayer owed CSET and penalties. After the IDSR
issued its findings denying the taxpayer's written protest challenging the CSET
assessment, the taxpayer initiated this original tax appeal with the tax court.

692

First, the tax court considered whether the taxpayer possessed or received

delivery of the substance alleged to be marijuana, thereby making him liable

under the CSET statute.
693 The tax court reviewed the CSET statute along with

related statutes and determined that in order to be liable under the CSET statute,

a taxpayer was required to manufacture, possess, or serve as an actor in the actual

or constructive transfer ofa controlled substance.
694 The tax court reviewed the

evidence in the case and found no evidence implicating the taxpayer in the

manufacture of a controlled substance.
695 The tax court focused its analysis on

whether the taxpayer either possessed, received, or delivered or organized

delivery of the subject substance.
696 The tax court disagreed with the IDSR's

assertion that the evidence allowed for the reasonable inference that the taxpayer

either received delivery of the marijuana or organized the delivery of the

marijuana.
697 The tax court also concluded that the evidence presented in the

case failed to demonstrate the taxpayer's participation in the delivery of the

marijuana.

Next, the tax court analyzed the issue ofpossession ofa controlled substance

and opined that possession may be actual or constructive.
699 The tax court found

that the majority of the alleged marijuana was confiscated by law enforcement

personnel and stored at an Indiana State Police post prior to the taxpayer's

alleged possession.
700

In addition, the tax court determined that there was no

evidence that would prove that the taxpayer had the intent or the ability to

exercise control over the marijuana.
701 The tax court also found no evidence that

the taxpayer leased the delivery vehicle; that the taxpayer drove the delivery

vehicle; or, that the taxpayer knew what was stored inside the delivery vehicle

prior to his arrest and communication with the Indiana State Police.
702

The tax court emphasized that although it did not believe that the taxpayer

encountered the driver of the vehicle carrying the marijuana by mere

coincidence, the taxpayer's liability for the CSET was not established partly

because the Indiana State Police arrested the taxpayerquickly, thereby hampering

his activity with respect to the marijuana.
703 The tax court indicated that it was

692. See Hurst, 721 N.E.2d at 372.

693. See id. at 373.

694. See id; see also IND. CODE § 6-7-3-5 (2000).

695. See Hurst, 721 N.E.2d at 373.

696. See id.

697. See id

698. See id. at 374.

699. See id.

700. See id. at 375.

701. See id. at 376.

702. See id.

703. See id.
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"not persuaded by a preponderance of the evidence that [the taxpayer] either

orchestrated or received' delivery of the marijuana or that [the taxpayer]

possessed the requisite intent or ability to maintain dominion and control over the

marijuana in question."
704 The tax court concluded that as a result of its reversal

of the CSET assessment, it was not necessary to discuss the identity of the

substance because the issue was moot.
705

2. Hall v. Department of State Revenue.
706—In Hall, individual taxpayers

challenged the IDSR's finding that the taxpayers owed CSET.707
In this case, the

tax court considered whether or not the Halls (taxpayers) possessed the marijuana

in question, making them liable under the CSET statute.
708

Both of the taxpayers were arrested and were issued CSET assessments for

unpaid taxes.
709 Keith Hall was convicted of Class D felony marijuana

possession, while all charges against Mary Hall were dropped.
710 The tax court

determined that the CSET was a punishment subject to the constraints of the

Double Jeopardy Clause
711 and that the imposition of the CSET after a criminal

conviction violated the Double Jeopardy Clause.
712

Therefore the tax court

ordered the CSET assessment against Keith Hall vacated.
713

Conversely, the tax

court held that because Mary Hall suffered no previous criminal prosecution or

punishment, the Double Jeopardy argument did not apply to her and that her

CSET assessment would not be vacated.
714

On appeal, the supreme court ruled that the CSET assessment against the

taxpayers did not violate the Double Jeopardy Clause, the taxpayers' rights to

procedural due process, or their privileges against self-incrimination.
715 The

supreme court reasoned that the CSET assessment in Keith Hall's case did not

violate the Double Jeopardy clause because it was assessed prior to the criminal

action, which was the second jeopardy.
716 The taxpayers next filed a motion to

vacate and dismiss the CSET assessment with the tax court on equitable double

jeopardy, cruel and unusual punishment, and disproportionality grounds.
717 The

704. Id.

705. See id.

706. 720 N.E.2d 1287 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1999).

707. See id at 1288.

708. See id.

709. See id ; see also IND. CODE 6-7-3-5 (2000).

710. See IND. CODE § 35-48-4-1 1 (2000); Hall, 720 N.E.2d at 1288; see also Hall v. Dep't

of State Revenue, 641 N.E.2d694 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1994) ajfd in part and rev 'din part, 660N.E.2d

319 (Ind. 1995) [hereinafter Hall /].

711. See U.S. CONST, amend. V.

712. See id; see also Hall 7,641 N.E.2dat695.

713. See Hall, 720 N.E.2d at 1289.

714. See id

715. See id; see also Hall v. Dep't of State Revenue, 660 N.E.2d 319, 321-22 (Ind. 1995)

[hereinafter Hall II).

716. See Hall, 720 N.E.2d at 1289; see also Hall II, 660 N.E.2d at 321

.

717. See Hall, 720 N.E.2d at 1289.
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tax court overruled and denied the taxpayers' motion.
718

It found that the issue

ofexcessive fines was premature and possibly irrelevant because, at that time, the

tax court did not determine whether or not the taxpayers were liable for the

CSETtax. 719

The tax court observed that in this case, there was no question of possession

with respect to Keith Hall as he had admitted to possessing the marijuana.
720 The

tax court then addressed whether or not Mary Hall possessed the marijuana

involved in this case under the CSET statute.
721 Based on the facts of the case,

the tax court determined that the pivotal inquiry was whether or not the

application of the common law doctrine of constructive possession to the facts

in this case demonstrated that Mary Hall constructively possessed the possessed

the marijuana.
722 The tax court analyzed the factors and concluded that the facts

and evidence presented failed to show that Mary Hall had the ability or the intent

to exercise dominion and control over the marijuana and that the evidence

confirmed that she lacked constructive possession.
723

The tax court noted that it was "in no way expressing that it has full

confidence in Mary Halls' purported innocence."
724 However, the tax court

reiterated that the facts and evidence and any inferences drawn from them did not

establish the intent as well as the ability to exercise dominion and control over

the marijuana.
725

Consequently, the tax court affirmed the IDSR's finding that

Keith Hall was liable for the CSET assessment.
726 However, the tax court

reversed the CSET assessment with respect to Mary Hall.
727

3. Adams v. Department of State Revenue.
728—In Adams, an individual

taxpayer challenged the IDSR's finding that the taxpayer owed CSET.729
In this

case, the tax court considered whether the exclusionary rule ofevidence applied

rendering theCSET assessment invalid.
730 The CSET assessment againstAdams

(taxpayer) was based upon cocaine possessed by the taxpayer discovered in a

safe deposit box. Prior to the CSET assessment, the taxpayer was charged with

dealing in cocaine, a class A felony,
731 and for possession of cocaine, a class C

718. See id; see also Hall v. Dep't of State Revenue, No. 49T10-9306-TA-00036 (Ind. Tax

Ct. July 6, 1998) (unpublished order denying motion to vacate) [hereinafter Hall III].

719. See Hall, 720 N.E.2d at 1289.

720. See id. at 1291.

721. See id.

722. See id

723. See id at 1292.

724. Id

725. See id

726. See id.

727. See id.

728. 730 N.E.2d 840 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000), trans, granted, vacated by No. 49T1 0-001 1 -TA-

628, 2000 Ind. LEXIS 1098 (Ind. Nov. 3, 2000).

729. See id at 84 1 ; see also Ind. Code § 6-7-3- 1 3 (2000).

730. See Adams, 730 N.E.2d at 841.

73 1

.

See Ind. Code § 35-48-4-l(b).
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felony.
732

In its review of the criminal case, the tax court found that the trial

court ruled that Indiana "violated the [taxpayer's] rights under both the state and

federal constitutions when it seized the cocaine."
733 The tax court indicated that

one day after the CSET assessment was prepared, the trial court granted

Indiana's motion to dismiss the criminal charges against the taxpayer as a result

of a ruling to suppress the evidence.
734

In its analysis, the tax court discussed the application ofthe exclusionary rule

to CSET cases.
735 The court ofappeals previously dealt with the same taxpayer,

the same search and the same cocaine in Adams v. State.
136 The tax court noted

that in that case, the taxpayer, as a criminal defendant, was charged with

possession of and dealing in cocaine.
737 The tax court explained that discovery

ofthe subject cocaine in the taxpayer's house resulted from a search warrant that

was based on evidence that was later suppressed.
738 The court of appeals held

that "[f]ourth Amendment protections, specifically, the exclusionary rule apply

to the CSET when a search warrant has been based on judicially determined

illegally seized evidence"139
Further, the tax court observed that the court of

appeals disqualified the seizure of the cocaine found in the taxpayer's house

based on the fruit ofthe poisonous tree doctrine.
740 The tax court agreed with the

court ofappeals' decision that extended the exclusionary rule to Indiana's CSET
when the assessment is clearly based on judicially determined illegally seized

evidence.
741

As a result, the tax court reversed the IDSR's assessment determination that

the taxpayer owed CSET.742 Moreover, the tax court ordered the IDSR to

immediately refund to the taxpayer any amounts previously collected and applied

to the subject CSET assessment.
743

K Indiana Gaming Card Excise Tax

In Muncie Novelty Co. v. Department ofState Revenue
144 Muncie Novelty

Co. (taxpayer) challenged the IDSR's finding thatthe taxpayerowed gaming card

excise tax (GCET).745
In addition, the taxpayer appealed a civil penalty levied

732. See Adams, 730 N.E.2d at 841; see also IND. CODE § 35-48-4-1 (b)(1).

733. Adams, 730 N.E.2d at 842.

734. See id.

735. See id.

736. 726 N.E.2d 390 (Ind. Ct. App. 2000).

737. See Adams, 730 N.E.2d at 843.

738. See id.

739. Id. (quoting Adams, 726 N.E.2d at 395).

740. See id.

741. See id.

742. See id at 843-44.

743. See id. at 844.

744. 720 N.E.2d 779 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1 999).

745. See id.
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against it by the IDSR for failure to keep adequate records ofthe taxpayer's sales

ofgaming items.
746 The tax court found in favor ofthe IDSR with respect to both

ofthe above issues and affirmed the final determination ofthe IDSR.747 The tax

court remanded the case to the IDSR for a calculation of the amount of the tax,

penalty and interest due.
748

The tax court explained that "the General Assembly enacted the Charity

Gaming Act (Act) to allow charitable and other non-profit organizations to

conduct games ofchance in order to raise funds for those organizations."
749 The

tax court also found that the legislature subsequently amended the Act to shift

enforcement powers under it from the Indiana Secretary of State to the IDSR.750

The taxpayer in this case manufactured and distributed gambling devices that

were shipped across the United States and sold to both qualified and not qualified

organizations.
751

In order to conduct a charity gaming event, a qualified

organization is required to obtain a license from the IDSR.752 And, all qualified

organizations are required to purchase their gambling devices from a licensed

supplier such as the taxpayer.
753 When a qualified organization purchases

gambling devices from the taxpayer, the taxpayer was required to charge the

qual ified organization the ten percentGCET.754
Alternatively, the tax court noted

that if a not-qualified organization purchased gambling devices from the

taxpayer, a five percent sales tax was imposed on the transaction.
755

The tax court determined that when a customer purchased an item from the

taxpayer, the taxpayer's employees inquired as to whether the customer was
purchasing on behalf of a qualified organization.

756
If so, the taxpayer charged

the GCET; but ifnot, the taxpayer charged the sales tax.
757 However, some ofthe

taxpayer's customers often preferred to pay the taxpayer with cash and some
customers suggested to the taxpayer that no invoices be created for the

746. See id. at 780.

747. See id.

748. See id. at 783.

749. Id. at 780. See afro Act ofMar. 16, 1990, Pub. L. No. 32, § 13-15, 1990 Ind. Acts 1122,

1129-33.

750. See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 780; see also Act of Feb. 26, 1 992, Pub. L. No.

24, §§45-58, 1992 Ind. Acts 1960, 1 992-201 7; IND. CODE §4-32- 15-1 (2000) (imposing an excise

tax often percent on sales of pull-tabs, punchboards and tip boards (gambling devices)).

75 1

.

See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 780; see also IND. CODE § 4-32-6-20 (2000)

(defining a qualified organization).

752. See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 780; see also IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 45, r. 1 8-2-

1 (2001) (explaining the application process for a qualified organization).

753. See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 780; see also IND. Admin. CODE, tit. 45, r. 1 8-3-

2 (2001) (defining an allowable event).

754. See Muncie Novelty Co. , 720 N.E.2d at 780; see also IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 45, r. 1 8-5-

2 (2001) (explaining requirements for imposing excise tax).

755. See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 780.

756. See id.

757. See id.
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transactions.
738 The tax court found that in such situations, the taxpayer charged

the customers sales tax instead ofGCET.759

In order to determine what amount of tax to charge, it is necessary to know
who the taxpayer's Indiana customers are because otherwise, neither the taxpayer

or IDSR could conduct an audit to determine the correct amount of tax.
760 The

tax court found that in the absence of this information, the IDSR presumes that

the taxpayer's cash sales are to qualified customers.
761

Next, the tax court considered whether it was reasonable to assess the ten

percentGCET when the taxpayer did not provide any information identifying its

cash-paying customers as required by the regulations.
762 The tax court rejected

the taxpayer's assertion that it identified cash paying customers from past sales

and that it honored customer requests to remain anonymous.763 The tax court also

rejected the taxpayer's contention that it had no tools available to determine the

status of its Indiana customers.
764

Consequently, the tax court concluded that the

taxpayer knew the identity of its "unidentified customers," and that the taxpayer

had the opportunity and the ability to easily ascertain whether such customers

were qualified.
765 As a result, the tax court concluded that it was reasonable for

the IDSR to presume that all of the unidentified customers were qualified and

owed the ten percent GCET, thereby making the taxpayer liable for the GCET
on all sales to its unidentified customers.

766

Next, the tax court addressed the assessment of a civil penalty against the

taxpayer for failure to comply with the reporting requirements discussed

above.
767

Sections 4-32-12-2 and -3 of the Indiana Code authorize the IDSR to

impose civil penalties upon either a qualified organization or an individual.
768

The IDSR fined the taxpayer less than the maximum amount.769 The tax court

held that while it did not find that the taxpayer's violation of the reporting

requirements found in section 4-32-12-3 ofthe Indiana Code constituted a fraud

on the IDSR, the taxpayer's conduct undermined the public confidence in the

758. See id.

759. See id

760. See id at 781.

761. See id.

762. See id.

763. See id. at 781-82.

764. See id. The tax court noted that the IDSR maintained a list of qualified Indiana

organizations which was readily available to the taxpayer. The tax court also noted that the

taxpayer could also have communicated directly with the IDSR concerning the status ofa particular

customer. See id.

765. Id. at 782.

766. See id. ; see also IND. ADMIN. CODE, tit. 45, r. 1 8-4-2 (2001 ) (mandating that licensed

manufacturer must keep detailed records).

767. See Muncie Novelty Co. , 720 N.E.2d at 782.

768. See id; see also IND. CODE §§ 4-32-12-2, -3 (2000).

769. See Muncie Novelty Co. , 720 N.E.2d at 782.
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IDSR. 770 The tax court concluded that the fine imposed was not excessive and
was, therefore, reasonable.

771

/. Indiana Motor Vehicle Excise Tax

In Bruns v. Department of State Revnue™ spouses challenged the final

determination ofthe IDSR assessing the motor vehicle excise tax (MVET).773
In

this case, the tax court considered whether or not Dr. and Mrs. Bruns (taxpayer)

were liable for payment of the MVET assessed against the taxpayer by the

IDSR. 774

Dr. Bruns was a physician employed in Indiana who maintained a permanent

residence in Illinois. His driver's license and license plates were issued in

Illinois, he voted in Illinois, and paid income taxes as an Illinois resident. Due
to his employment, Dr. Bruns drove to Indiana on Monday mornings to begin his

work week and during the week, he would sometimes stay overnight in a rooming
house located in Indiana. The taxpayer returned to his domicile in Illinois on
Friday nights.

775

First, the tax court addressed liability under the MVET statute and indicated

that the determining factor to trigger liability was whether a person lived in

Indiana.
776 The tax court explained that excise taxes such as the MVET are

levies on an activity or event.
777 The tax court also explained that an excise tax

includes taxes sometimes designated by statute or referred to as privilege taxes.
778

Indiana imposes an annual license excise tax on vehicles required to be registered

in Indiana under the motor vehicle laws ofthe state.
779 The statute requires that

"[w]ithin sixty (60) days ofbecoming an Indiana resident, a person must register

all motor vehicles owned by the person" that will be operated on Indiana roads.
780

The tax court also referred to another statute that in part defines an Indiana

resident as: "a person who has been living in Indiana for at least one hundred

eighty-three (183) days during a calendar year and who has a legal residence in

another state."
781

The tax court observed that in Croop v. Walton™2
the Indiana Supreme Court

770. See id. ; see also IND. CODE § 4-32- 1 2-3 (2000).

771

.

See Muncie Novelty Co., 720 N.E.2d at 783.

772. 725 N.E.2d 1 023 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).

773. See id. at 1025; see also IND. CODE §§ 6-6-5-1 to -16 (2000) (describing the motor

vehicle excise tax).

774. See Bruns, 725 N.E.2d at 1 025.

775. See id.

116. See /</. at 1026.

111. See id.

US. See id.

779. See id ; see also IND. CODE §§ 6-6-5-2, -6 (2000).

780. Bruns, 725 N.E.2d at 1026 (quoting Ind. CODE § 9-18-2-1 (2000)).

78 1

.

Id. (quoting IND. CODE § 9- 1 3-2-78( 1 ) (2000)).

782. 157 N.E. 275 (Ind. 1927).
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dealt with facts similar to those in Bruns. In Croopy the supreme court

determined that "when a person has residences in different states, that person is

taxable at the original domicile, unless opening of the second home involved

abandonment of the original domicile."
783 And, with regard to residency, the

supreme court has held that a "contextual determination [should] be made by a

court upon a consideration of the individual facts ofany case."
784

Accordingly, the tax court determined that the issue ofMVET liability in this

case would hinge on the evidence presented by the parties.
785

After reviewing the

evidence, the tax court concluded that the taxpayer submitted uncontroverted

evidence that, although his car was in an Indiana parking garage for a period

greater than 1 83 days, he in fact was not present in Indiana for the requisite 1 83

days or for a period greater than 4,392 hours.
786 The tax court reasoned that even

ifthe taxpayer's occupation ofthe Indiana rooming house amounted to living in

Indiana, the evidence before it was that the taxpayer was not present in Indiana

for at least 1 83 days.
787

Moreover, the tax court held that absent any statute

allowing dual registration of one car in two states, it would not require the

taxpayer to violate the laws of his home state by registering his car in Indiana.
788

The tax court held that rather than being subject to the MVET statute, the

taxpayer would be subject to section 9- 1 8-2-2 ofthe Indiana Code, which allows

a nonresident to operate a vehicle on Indiana roads without registering the

vehicle or paying the MVET if the vehicle is properly registered in the

jurisdiction where the nonresident resides.
789

The tax court concluded that the taxpayer was a resident ofIllinois and only

worked as an employee in Indiana.
790 The tax court reasoned that based on

section 9-18-2-2 of the Indiana Code, the legislature did not intend to force

multiple taxation on people whose vehicles were properly registered in other

states.
791

Therefore, the tax court reversed the final determination of the IDSR
that the taxpayer was liable for the MVET.792

J. Indiana Public Lawsuit

In Graber v. State Board of Tax Commissioners™ residents and real

783. Bruns, 725 N.E.2d at 1027 (citing Croop, 157 N.E. at 277-78).

784. Id. (quoting In Evrard, 333 N.E.2d 765, 768 (Ind. 1975) (establishing clarification of

laws regarding voting and residency).

785. See id. at 1028.

786. See id.

787. See id.

788. See id. ; see also 625 ILL. Comp. STAT. 5/3-40 1 (a) (2000) (stating that it shall be unlawful

for any owner of a vehicle to allow that vehicle to be driven without being registered).

789. See Bruns, 725 N.E.2d at 1028; see also IND. CODE § 9-18-2-2 (2000).

790. See Bruns, 725 N.E.2d at 1 028.

791. See id.

792. See id. at 1029.

793. 727 N.E.2d 802 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2000).
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property owners (petitioners) of five townships in Daviess County, Indiana,

challenged the decision of the ISBTC to approve a lease agreement for a new
elementary school building between the North Daviess Community School

Corporation (School Corporation) and the North Daviess School Building

Corporation.
794 The tax court decided that the petitioners would be required to

post a bond in order to continue prosecuting this public lawsuit.
793

In order to

avoid posting a bond, the petitioners must present sufficient evidence showing

that the ISBTC s approval was arbitrary and capricious, an abuse of discretion,

unsupported by substantial evidence or, in excess of statutory authority.
796

The legislature has directed the ISBTC to consider several factors when
determining whether to approve a school building construction project (and by
implication the approval of a lease for a newly constructed school building)

including: the current and proposed square footage ofschool building space per

student; enrollment patterns within the school corporation; the age and condition

of the current school facilities; the cost per square foot of the school building

construction project; the effect that completion of the school building

construction project would have on the school corporation's tax rate; and, any
other pertinent matter.

797 The controlling statute does not require the ISBTC to

assign greater weight to any one ofthe listed factors nor does the ISBTC have to

consider any single factor dispositive in reaching its decision.
798 However, as the

tax court cautioned, the ISBTC must actually consider each ofthe listed factors

and failure to do so constitutes an abuse of discretion by the ISBTC.799

The petitioners contended that the ISBTC failed to consider the sixth ofthe

above-listed factors concerning any other "pertinent matter."
800 However, the tax

court found that the ISBTC considered both the alleged soil and wastewater

problems with the proposed construction site, and the educational needs of

Amish students within the school district.
801

Therefore, the tax court determined

that the petitioners failed to present evidence showing that the ISBTC failed to

consider the listed statutory factors.
802

The tax court held that the petitioners could have shown that a substantial

issue for trial existed by presenting evidence that, despite having considered the

proper factors, the ISBTC 's approval was nevertheless arbitrary and capricious,

constituted an abuse of discretion, was not supported by substantial evidence or

exceeded statutory authority.
803 However, the tax court concluded that the

794. See id. at 804.

795. Seeld. at 810.

796. See id. at 806.

797. Id. at 806-07. See also IND. CODE § 6-1 . 1-19-4.2 (2000).

798. See Graber, 727 N.E.2d at 807.

799. See id.

800. Id. at 808.

801. See id.

802. See id.

803. See id.
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petitioners did not make such a showing.
804

The tax court referred to its previous holding in Boaz v. Bartholomew
Consolidated School Corp.,

905 where it held that "[t]he decision to implement

[educational programs] is one properly delegated to the local school corporation,

the Indiana Department of Education, and the State Board of Education."806 In

that case, the tax court further determined that, "[i]t is not the function of the

State Board to pass judgment on the implementation of educational programs.

Rather, the State Board is to analyze the School Corporation's need for capital

construction in light of the School's educational programs."
807

In the instant case, the tax court found that the petitioners did not produce

evidence demonstrating that the ISBTC abused its discretion or acted arbitrarily

or capriciously in approving the subject lease agreement.
808

Therefore, the tax

court concluded that the petitioners did not show that a substantial issue for trial

existed with respect to the school corporation's choice to build a single

elementary school building.
809

Next, the tax court evaluated whether the petitioners demonstrated that a

substantial issue for trial existed concerning the soil and wastewater at the

proposed construction site.
810 The tax court accepted the ISBTC's reasoning that

the Board ofTrustees for the North Daviess Community Schools could be trusted

to employ competent professionals to address soil and wastewater concerns.
811

The tax court concluded that the evidence presented by the petitioners did not

raise substantial issues for trial.
812

Accordingly, the tax court held that the

petitioners would be required to post a sufficient bond pursuant to section 34- 1 3-

5-7 of the Indiana Code.
813

Finally, the tax court considered the amount of the

bond and noted the school corporation's estimate of costs for a one-year delay

in completing the new elementary school building.
814 Given the lack of

conflicting information from the petitioners and noting the speculation inherent

in such a calculation, the tax court found that the bond amount requested by the

School Corporation was reasonable.
815

As a result, the tax court ordered the petitioners to post bond with surety in

the amount requested by the School Corporation and to submit the bond to the

tax court for approval within ten days from the date of the tax court's order.
816

804. See id.

805. 654 N.E.2d 320 (Ind. Tax Ct. 1995).

806. Grabery 727 N.E.2d at 808 (citing Boaz, 654 N.E.2d at 325-26).

807. Id. (citing Boaz, 654 N.E.2d at 325-26).

808. See id. at 809.

809. See id.

810. See id.

811. See id.

812. See id.

813. See id; see also IND. CODE § 34-13-5-7 (2000).

814. See Graber, 727 N.E.2d at 809-10.

815. See id atS\0.

816. See id.
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The tax court held that ifthe required bond was not filed within ten days from the

date of the tax court's order, the present case would be dismissed pursuant to

section 34-13-5-7(c) of the Indiana Code.817

817. See id. ; see also IND. CODE § 34- 1 3-5-7(c) (2000).


